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Crochet your way to Christmas with 10 
figures from the nativity story.

 »  10 charming nativity characters to 
crochet in a modern amigurumi style

 »  Useful pattern notes and crochet 
techniques sections

 »  Projects are quick and easy to crochet 
and use only small amounts of yarn

 »  Perfect for a Christmas display or to 
gift to others.

MINI AMIGURUMI NATIVITY
Sarah-Jane Hicks August 2024 • 9781800921986 • $12.95/$14.95 CAN

Hardcover • 7 x 7 in • 48 pages

Crochet the Christmas story

Also by the author: 
Amigurumi Christmas 9781782219071
Chicken Run: Dawn of the Nugget Im-peck-able Crochet 9781800922037
Wallace & Gromit: Cracking Crochet 9781800921535

Sarah-Jane Hicks has had patterns published in various popular 
craft and crochet magazines, and has over 78K followers on her 
Instagram account: @flo_and_dot

Sarah-Jane lives in Norfolk in the UK.

20 brand-new fun and festive projects 
from best-selling author Val Pierce.

 »  Discover 20 stash-busting projects to 
crochet

 »  Choose from tree decorations, home 
decor and fun Christmas toys

 »  Val Pierce is one of Search Press's best-
selling knitting and crochet authors, 
having written more than 20 books 
which have collectively sold nearly half 
a million copies.

 
 
ALL-NEW 20 TO MAKE: MINI CHRISTMAS CROCHET
Val Pierce August 2024 • 9781800922167 • $11.95/$13.95 CAN

Hardcover • 5-3/4 x 8-1/4in • 64 pages

Related titles: 
All-New Twenty to Make: Flowers to Crochet 9781800921009
All-New Twenty to Make: Granny Squares to Crochet 9781800921399
All-New Twenty to Make: Animal Granny Squares 9781782219811

Val Pierce has worked for many major yarn companies and various well-known designers, she decided it was time 
to branch out and begin making her own designs, and her designs appear regularly in national knitting and crochet 
magazines. She teaches a range of needlecrafts, to both adults and children. Val lives and works in Shropshire, UK.

@flo_and_dot

www.crossedneedles.co.uk
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Crochet Peter Panda and his amigurumi 
friends: 10 quirky animals to brighten 
your day.

 »  Projects for beginners, adventurous 
beginners and intermediate crocheters

 »  Make props and accessories including 
a tatami mat, poncho, waistcoat, sailor 
hat, derby hat, scarf and mittens

 »  Templates included

 »  Useful techniques section with colour 
illustrations.

 
PETER PANDA AND PALS
Femke Vindevogel April 2024 • 9781800921542 • $14.95/$17.95 CAN 

Hardcover • 7 x 7in • 80 pages

10 sweet and easy amigurumi designs to crochet

Related titles: 
Crochet Furry Friends 9781800921481
Amigurumi Family Adventures 9781800920712
Mabel Bunny & Co. 9781782217336

Femke Vindevogel is a Belgian designer and a product developer 
for Scheepjes yarn. Her designs have featured in Better Homes & 
Gardens and The Sewing Box magazines. Femke is also a writer 
and has published several literary novels.

Enter the whimsical world of Lulu 
Compotine’s crocheted companions 
and bring her enchanting dolls and their 
adorable animal friends to life!

 »  The book features eight enchanting 
dolls with various customizable 
costumes and accessories, and  
animal friends

 »  Includes diagrams, patterns and  
step-by-step photography

 »  Ideal to make as keepsake gifts; each 
doll is approx. 23cm (9in) tall.

 
LULU’S CROCHET DOLLS
Lulu Compotine 29 February 2024 • 9781800921689 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8 x 10-1/in • 112 pages

8 adorable dolls and accessories to crochet

Related titles: 
Amigurumi Dolls 9781782218593
Wallace & Gromit: Cracking Crochet 9781800921535
The Wonderful World of Rose Minuscule 9781800921030

Behind Lulu Compotine is Sandra Muller. Sandra showcases her work on social media and provides patterns on 
Etsy, enabling enthusiasts to embark on their own journey of crocheting delightful cuddly toys and dolls. 

@sweetamigurumidesign

@luciennecompotine www.lucompotine.com
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20 loveable little amigurumi monsters 
to crochet and collect, from sprout-like 
sidekicks and spiky wolf companions, to 
leaf foxes and fiery cats!

 »  Taps into immense popularity of 
amigurumi, Pokémon and manga-
inspired crochet 

 »  Plushies are 10cm (4in) tall – accessible 
for beginners

 »  Easy to follow, step-by-step instructions 
with templates

 »  Great little gifts for all ages.
Related titles: 
Mini Amigurumi Ocean 9781800920446
Mini Amigurumi Birds 9781800920439
Mini Amigurumi Ocean 9781800920446
An enlarged re-issue of Pocket Amigurumi, 2017

Sabrina Somers is the author of Pocket Amigurumi and Pokémon Crochet. She lives with her son and two cats in 
Amsterdam, Netherlands.

52 stunning granny squares to crochet, 
one for every week of the year!

 »  For crocheters of all ability levels

 »  Designs range in style and colour 
combination, from the traditional to the 
contemporary

 »  With 52 squares, one for each week of 
the year, readers can crochet with the 
seasons and there are even themed 
squares for seasonal celebrations.

Related titles: 
All-New Twenty to Make: Granny Squares to Crochet 9781800921399
All-New Twenty to Make: Animal Granny Squares 9781782219811

Kylie Moleta lives in Melbourne, Australia and is a freelance crochet designer who has designed for both 
yarn companies and magazine publishers. She has a love of colour and design, and particularly enjoys creating 
blankets and granny squares. She shares her latest creations and designs on Instagram. 

 
POCKET AMIGURUMI MONSTERS
Sabrina Somers February 2024 • 9781800922495 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11in • 112 pages 

20 cute creatures to crochet and collect

 
A YEAR OF GRANNY SQUARES

March 2024 • 9781800922082 • $23.95/$28.95 CAN 
Trade Paperback • 8-/4 x 8-3/4in • 144 pages

52 grannies to crochet, one for every week of the year
Kylie Moleta

@sabrina_somers

@stitchedupcraft

www.sabrinasomers.com
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CROCHET & KNITTING

Innovative and completely visual, this card deck of 50 
gorgeous grannies will help you create successful colourways 
and design combinations every time you pick up your hook

 »  The sturdy, stylish box contains 50 colourful cards. On the 
front of each 10 x 10cm (4 x 4in) card is a colour photograph 
of the granny square. Lay out the cards to mix, match and 
create your own design combinations then flip them over to 
find the instructional crochet chart and joining instructions

 »  Includes a 32-page booklet, which contains a step-by-step 
guide to reading crochet charts, with five side-by-side 
examples of pattern and chart instructions to get you started

 »  Discover advice on choosing yarns and hooks, two different 
methods for joining your squares together, and guidance on 
achieving successful colour combinations

 »  With 50 designs to choose from and customise, this fun and 
versatile card deck is the ideal gift for any crocheter, perfect 
for on-the-go crochet and ideal for visual learners.

 
THE GRANNY SQUARE CARD DECK
Claire Montgomerie August 2024 • 9781800922297 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN 

Novelty - 50 cards + 32 page booklet • 4 x 4in

50 mix and match designs

Related titles: 
The Beginner's Guide to Crochet 9781800921313
Essential Embroidery Stitches Card Deck 9781800922303 
A Modern Girl’s Guide to Granny Squares 9781800920385

Claire Montgomerie is a textiles designer specializing 
in crochet and knitting. She has written many books 
on these topics, and also styles and edits the UK craft 
magazine Inside Crochet. Claire lives in Cambridgeshire.

@clairemontyknits montyknits.blogspot.com
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Must-have guide to essential crochet 
stitches, techniques, projects and tips 
for total beginners, or those wanting  
a recap.

 »  Part of a new series

 »  Eight simple beginner projects, each 
building in difficulty throughout the 
book, teaching you new stitches and 
techniques as you go

 »  Clear step-by-step photographs  
and text

 »  Easy to use: handy fold-out flap with 
crochet abbreviations.

 
THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO CROCHET
Claire Montgomerie February 2024 • 9781800921313 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN 

Trade Paperback • 8 x 10-1/4n • 128 pages

Easy techniques and 8 fun projects

Related titles: 
The Beginner's Guide to Knitting 9781800921672
Pocket Book of Crochet 9781800920736
You Can Crochet with Bella Coco 9781782219453

Claire Montgomerie is a textiles designer specializing in crochet and knitting. She has written many books on these 
topics, and also styles and edits the UK craft magazine Inside Crochet. Claire lives in Cambridgeshire, UK.

Must-have guide to essential knitting 
stitches, techniques, projects and tips 
for total beginners, or those wanting  
a recap.

 »  Part of a new series

 »  Eight simple beginner projects, each 
building in difficulty throughout the 
book, teaching you new stitches and 
techniques as you go

 »  Colour step-by-step photographs and 
clear instructions

 »  Brand new projects, with contemporary, 
wearable and practical designs.

 
THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO KNITTING
Lynne Rowe
Easy techniques and 8 fun projects

Related titles: 
Pocket Book of Knitting 9781800920729
The Beginner's Guide to Crochet 9781800921313
How to Knit 9781782219477

Lynne Rowe is best known for her whimsical designs which feature regularly in the UK’s most popular craft 
magazines, along with articles and technical guides. Her practical approach makes her patterns straightforward, 
easy to read and fun to make. Lynne lives in Cheshire, UK.

@clairemontyknits

www.knitcrochetcreate.com

montyknits.blogspot.com

February 2024 • 9781800921672  • $19.95/$23.95 CAN 
Trade Paperback • 8 x 10-1/4n • 128 pages
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Take a journey through Moominvalley with these cozy 
handmade socks!

 »  This charming collection features 29 enchanting colourwork 
knitting patterns that bring Tove Jansson’s beloved Moomin 
characters to life

 »  Designs feature Moominpappa, Moominmamma and 
Moomintroll, as well as their friends Sniff, Snorkmaiden  
and Snufkin

 »  This book contains easy-to-follow knitting patterns, 
accompanied by full-colour charts, plus comprehensive 
advice on sizing the socks for every member of the family

 »  Perfect for Moomin lovers, and fans of Finnish knitting, 
including the work of Niina Laitinen.

 
KNITTED MOOMIN SOCKS
Edited by Linda Permanto & Paula Nivukoski June 2024 • 9781800921771 • $25.95/$29.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8 x 10-1/4in • 176 pages

29 original designs with charts

Related titles: 
Knitted Socks from Finland 9781782219835
Knitted Socks 9781800921566

The Moomins are the central characters in a series of books and comic 
strips by Swedish-speaking Finn Tove Jansson (1914–2001), a painter, 
illustrator and writer. The Moomins are a family of white and roundish 
fantastical characters, with large snouts. After the first Moomin story 
published in 1945, Tove Jansson went on to write another eight books, four 
picture books and numerous comic strip stories about the Moomins. The 
Moomins have inspired numerous television series, films and theme parks.
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16 stunning knitting patterns for  
little ones

 »  A sumptuous, practical – yet creative 
– guide to knitting cozy, fashionable 
Scandi-style clothes for children

 »  Features 16 patterns that can be worked 
into 21 gorgeous garments, with key 
techniques explained clearly

 »  This enchanting book is a treasure trove 
of creativity, offering knitting patterns 
suitable for children aged 0–6 years.

 
CLASSIC NORDIC KNITS FOR KIDS
Trine Frank Påskesen July 2024 • 9781800922129 • $23.95/$28.95 

Trade Paperback • 7-1/2 x 10-1/2n • 144 pages

21 beautiful designs

Related titles: 
A Knitter's Year 9781800921054
Viking Knits 9781800920774
Knits from Northern Lands 9781782219637
Nordic Knits for Children 9781782218203

Trine Påskesen is the owner of Knit By TrineP. Trine's designs are inspired by Nordic fashion, focusing on simplicity 
and elegance with beautiful details. Her patterns cater to different skill levels and are well-explained. You can also 
find video tutorials for the techniques used in her patterns on her YouTube channel.

Knit 20 tiny, adorable woodland 
creatures!

 »  20 fun, simple knitting patterns, perfect 
for knitters of all skill levels

 »  Projects are ideal for using up small 
amounts of yarn.

 »  Each project comes with simple-to-
follow instructions

 »  Best-selling author Sachiyo’s overall 
book sales now total over 180k copies!

 
KNIT A MINI WOODLAND
Sachiyo Ishii 14 June 2024 • 9781800921412 • $13.95/$15.95 CAN

Hardcover • 7 x 7in • 64 pages

In the same series: 
Knit a Mini Ocean 9781800921405
Knit a Mini Safari 9781800921429
This book is a redesigned re-issue of Mini Knitted Woodland, 2014.

Sachiyo Ishii was born and raised in Japan. She has authored a number of best-selling titles for Search Press and 
her work regularly appears in knitting magazines.Sachiyo lives in Sussex, UK with her husband and two sons.

@KnitByTrineP

@knitsbysachi www.knitssachi.com
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Apply some woolly thinking and knit over 10 characters from 
the popular TV and film series, Shaun the Sheep!

 »  Baa-rilliant Knits! features over 10 makes designed and 
created by best-selling knitting author, Sachiyo Ishii

 »  Essential techniques and stitches are covered so you'll always 
be ready to knit on the hoof!

 »  Shaun made his screen debut in the Wallace & Gromit film, 
A Close Shave, in 1995. Fast-forward to now and Shaun has 
become a global superstar, enjoyed by fans in 170 countries 
across the world!

 
SHAUN THE SHEEP: BAA-RILLIANT KNITS!
Sachiyo Ishii August 2024 • 9781800922280 • $23.95/$28.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8 x 10-1/4in • 112 pages 

10 EWE-nique characters

Related titles: 
Wallace & Gromit: Cracking Crochet 9781800921535
Chicken Run: Dawn of the Nugget Im-peck-able Crochet 
9781800922037
Shaun the Sheep: The Official Colouring Book 9781800921450
Wallace & Gromit: The Official Colouring Book 9781800921443

Sachiyo Ishii was born and raised in 
Japan. She has authored a number 
of best-selling titles for Search Press 
and her work regularly appears in 
knitting magazines. Sachiyo lives in 
Sussex, UK with her husband and  
two sons.

@knitsbysachi www.knitssachi.com
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Celebrate 10 years of Half Yard Heaven 
with this revised anniversary edition.

 »  Revised anniversary edition of a best-
selling title; the original has sold over 
100,000 copies

 »  26 fun, simple sewing projects for 
beginners and beyond, including seven 
brand-new and three revised projects

 »  Ideal projects for busting your  
fabric stash

 »  Debbie Shore is an award-winning and 
best-selling author.

 
HALF YARD™ HEAVEN: 10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY EDITION
Debbie Shore March2024 • 9781800922310 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8-1/4 x 10n • 96 pages

Easy sewing projects using left-over pieces of fabric

Also by the author: 
Debbie Shore's Sewing Journal 9781800921528
Sew Gnomes 9781800921740
Sew Maddie 9781782219910

Debbie Shore is the winner of numerous awards, including Craft Influencer of the Year 2020, Best Sewing Social 
Star of the Year 2021 and Most Inspirational Sewing Personality of the Year 2021. In 2018, Debbie launched 
her Half Yard Sewing Club, an award-winning monthly subscription service based on the mega-selling Half 
Yard™ series. Visit the club website www.halfyardsewingclub.com

Discover 40 stylish autumnal designs 
specially chosen by Debbie from her 
much-loved Half Yard™ series.

 »  30 favourite autumnal designs selected 
from the best-selling Half Yard™ series, 
plus 10 brand-new projects

 »  Gorgeous variety of projects to sew, 
from crafty Halloween items to make 
with children to cozy home décor

 »  Patterns inside are for all abilities,  
even complete beginners.

 
HALF YARD™ AUTUMN COLLECTION
Debbie Shore September 2024 • 9781800922433 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 11n • 160 pages

40 Fall sewing projects using just half a yard of fabric

In the same series: 
Half Yard Spring Collection 9781782219279
Half Yard Summer Collection 9781782219286
Half Yard Winter Collection 9781782219293

Debbie Shore is a best-selling and award-winning author. Debbie has developed her own range of fabrics, designed 
her own patterns and writes for several popular sewing magazines. Debbie lives in Lincolnshire, UK.

www.debbieshoresewing.com@debbieshore

@debbieshore@debbieshoresewing
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Know a child who is desperate to learn 
to sew? Start from scratch and create 
30 brilliant projects using your  
sewing machine.

 »  For the sewing gurus of the  
future - passing on the baton to 
creative children Grades 3-7

 »  30 fun and easy projects to  
machine sew

 »  Helps kids build skills and confidence 
on their sewing machine

 »  Clear, easy-to-follow diagrams.

 
MY FIRST SEWING MACHINE
Coralie Bijasson 29 February 2024 • 9781800921580 • $16.95/$19.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 7-1/2 x 9-1/in • 128 pages

30 fun projects kids will love to make

Related titles: 
The Sewing Machine Manual 9781800920217
A Beginner's Guide to Machine Sewing 9781844489961
Learn to Sew in 30 Minutes: Machine Sewing 9781782216933

Coralie Bijasson is a pattern maker who studied at the Parisian fashion design school, the Académie Internationale 
de Coupe. She has worked on more than ten international best-selling books and has launched her own pattern 
collection on her website.

18 scrap-busting quilts and accessories 
to make that won’t hurt the planet.

 »  Transform unwanted clothes and 
fabrics into ten stunning quilts and 
eight accessories

 »  String patchwork quilts are almost 
entirely made of scraps – gone are the 
days of boxes of off-cuts and “useless” 
leftovers!

 »  Invaluable techniques and tips are 
found throughout the book.

 
STRING QUILTS
Carolyn Forster March 2024 • 9781800920828 • $25.95/$29.95 CAN

TradePaperback • 8-1/2 x 11n • 176 pages

Sustainable patchwork projects using fabric scraps

Also by the author: 
Hand-Stitched Quilts 9781782216711 
Quilt As You Go 9781782219408
Big Stitch Quilting 9781782218210

Carolyn Forster is a best-selling author on quilting. Carolyn has taught patchwork and quilting both in the UK and 
the USA and has had her quilts featured in a number of books and magazines, including Fabrications, Popular 
Patchwork and Patchwork and Quilting. Carolyn lives in Tunbridge Wells, UK with her husband and son. 

www.carolynforster.co.uk

@coraliebijasson www.coralie-bijasson.com
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Over 35 felt decorations to make for 
every season.

 »  More than 35 fun, trendy projects that 
are easy to make and timeless in style

 »  Features step-by-step guides, templates, 
beautiful hand-drawn illustrations and 
stunning photography

 »  Corinne was awarded BEST BRITISH 
BRAND in the Craft Business  
Awards 2021.

 
A YEAR OF FELT DECORATIONS
Corinne Lapierre July 2024 • 9781800920477 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 11n • 144 pages 

Easy-to-sew accessories for every season

Also by the author: 
All-New Twenty to Make: Festive Felt Decoration 9781800920989
Felt Animal Families 9781782216223
Folk Embroidered Felt Birds 9781782216988
Contains material previously published in Fabulous Felt (2016) and 20 to Make: Felt Christmas Decorations (2013)

Corinne Lapierre's company, based in Leeds, UK, sells a range of craft kits and patterns designed for adults 
and children. Corinne lives in Yorkshire with her three children and two cats. This is Corinne’s sixth book. She 
was awarded Best British Brand in the Craft Business Awards 2021. 

Make 20 stunning flowers and floral 
arrangements in felt.

 »  Only small amounts of felt are needed 
for each flower and projects are simple 
to make

 »  Flowers can be arranged individually 
or in groups, or added to wreaths and 
other home decor items

 »  20 stunning flowers to choose and 
make in felt

 »  Part of the All-New Twenty to Make  
series, in a handy pocket-size format.

 
ALL-NEW TWENTY TO MAKE: FELT FLOWERS
Jo Lochhead April 2024 • 9781800922044 • $11.95/$13.95 CAN

Hardcover • 5-9/10 x 8-1/5in • 64 pages

In the same series: 
All-New Twenty to Make: Festive Felt Decorations 9781800920989
All-New Twenty to Make: Flowers to Crochet 9781800921009
All-New Twenty to Make: Flowers to Knit 9781800920873

Jo Lochhead is the founder and creative director of The Crafty Kit Company, an award-winning business which 
produces soft craft kits inspired by the beautiful landscape, flora and fauna of East Lothian. Jo discovered the joy of 
creating everlasting flowers from felt in 2020.

www.corinnelapierre.com

www.craftykitcompany.co.uk
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A collection of vintage-inspired floral designs to embroider, 
love and cherish.

 »  The book showcases Tilly’s unique and well-loved style, 
inspiring stitchers to combine vintage styles with a  
modern twist

 »  There are 16 main transfer designs plus additional images 
which can be arranged in various combinations

 »  All designs are printed on iron-on transfer paper, which can 
be stored in the pocket at the back of the book and used 
multiple times each

 »  For lovers of slow stitching, sewing for mindfulness and  
well-being, and creating unique pieces

 »  Tilly’s previous books, Stitched Memories and  
Daydream Journals, have combined sales of over 35,000 
copies worldwide.

 
A LOVE OF CLOTH & THREAD: AMONG THE WILDFLOWERS
Tilly Rose April 2024 • 9781800921931 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8 x 10-1/4n • 112 pages • Rights available

Over 25 original embroidery designs with iron-on transfers

Also by the author: 
Daydream Journals 9781782218722
Stitched Memories 9781782215653

Tilly Rose is a creative mixed media textile artist, designer, tutor and avid 
journaller. She is based in the beautiful Cambridgeshire Fens, UK, an 
area that influences her designs amid her whole ethos of crafting for our 
own well-being. She combines traditional sewing techniques with a love of 
layering cloth, adding textures through surface stitching and embellishing 
to capture the everyday snippets of life, giving her designs a modern twist 
but always with a beautiful vintage flavour.

She regularly exhibits at craft shows and exhibitions, as well as attending 
many online gatherings.  

www.tilly-rose.co.uk@tillyrosevintage
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A beautiful in-depth, practical guide to the exquisite textile art 
of renowned embroiderer, Chloe Giordano, now expanded 
with fresh insights and three inspiring new artworks.

 »  Chloe is regarded as one of the world’s top embroiderers

 »  Discover her creative process and enjoy a sumptuous gallery 
of her exquisite textile art

 »  This expanded edition gives insight into how her creative 
process continues to evolve and develop, with further 
examples of recent work.

 »  Chloe has a huge online following with over 256,000 followers 
on Instagram and 59,000 followers on Facebook.

 
NEEDLEPAINTED WOODLAND ANIMALS
Chloe Giordano June 2024 • 9781800922488 • $29.95/$34.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 9 x 9-3/4n • 192 pages

The exquisite embroidered art of Chloe Giordano

Related titles: 
Needlepainted Plants and Pollinators 9781782218609
The Kew Book of Embroidered Flowers (Folder edition) 
9781782216421
The Kew Book of Nature Samplers (Folder edition) 9781782219491
Expanded paperback edition of  
The Embroidered Art of Chloe Giordano (2019)

Chloe Giordano is regarded as one of the world’s top embroiderers and 
has been featured on numerous textile art websites, including Textile Artist, 
This Is Collossal, as well as Mary Corbet’s Needle ‘n Thread and Bored 
Panda. Based in York, UK, she sells her original pieces, prints and greetings 
cards on Etsy and through her website.

@chloegiordano_embroidery www.chloegiordano.com
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Discover the captivating world of sashiko embroidery  
with Colourful Sashiko, featuring 47 diverse designs and 
essential techniques to make even simple embroidery  
vibrant and exciting.

 »  Sashiko comprises simple ‘stabbing’ stitches in stunning 
patterns that are achievable for beginners to embroidery

 »  Samplers are worked on small pieces of fabric for ‘quick 
wins’ and immediate success

 »  The very act of sashiko is therapeutic, tapping in to the ever-
increasing market for mindful activities

 »  Author Sashikonami has an Instagram following of  
over 107K

 »  Perfect for fans of best-selling author, Susan Briscoe.

 
COLOURFUL SASHIKO
Sashikonami June 2024 • 9781800922006 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8 x 10-1/4n • 80 pages

Includes 47 vibrant designs, basic techniques and stunning projects

Related titles: 
Blackwork Embroidery in Colour 9781782218456
Modern Kogin 9781782218944

Sashikonami started sashiko as she was fascinated by the beautiful 
patterns that could be created by moving the needles through the fabric. 
She creates accessories using this embroidered cloth, many of which are 
featured in Colourful Sashiko.

Sashikonami is a popular Instagrammer with over 107K followers, who sells 
her works online. She has co-authored books in the past, and has featured 
her work in magazines. Colourful Sashiko is her first title as a standalone 
author.

As well as her Instagram and website, discover more on her YouTube 
channel @sashikonami- and Facebook @sashikonami.sashiko

@sashikonami sashikonami.shopinfo.jp
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Unleash your embroidery creativity anywhere with 50 
versatile stitches in a stylish on-the-go card deck. The 
perfect gift for cros stitch embroidery fans of all levels!

 »  Contains a 16pp instructional booklet and 50 colorful 
cards, each showcasing an individual embroidery 
titchcards 

 » Excellent tutorial from a stitch authority - Betty 
Barnden - contains material from The Embroidery 
Stitch Bible - over 300K sold! B

 » Hugely popular craft - over 26M IG posts for 
#embroidery and 100k #embroiderystitches

 
THE ESSENTIAL EMBROIDERY STITCHES CARD DECK
Betty Barnden June 2024 • 9781800922303 •$19.95/$23.95 CAN

Novelty - 16pp booklet and 50 cards • 3-5/16 x 5-1/2in • 66 pages 

Related titles: 
The Embroidery Stitch Bible 9781782216025  
The Embroidery Stitch Companion 9781800921634
The Granny Square Card Deck 9781800922297

Betty Barnden is a freelance needlecraft designer who 
studied furniture design at the Royal College of Art 
(where she made her first tubular knitted chairs). Betty 
has designed knitting patterns for companies such as 
Sirdar, Patons, Jaeger and King Cole. Her knitwear, 
embroidery and crochet designs have appeared in many 
magazines over the years and she has also designed 
embroidery projects and kits.
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The ultimate, exhaustive stitch dictionary 
for specialist Hardanger embroiderers.

 »  Brings together the widest range of 
Hardanger filling stitches ever compiled, 
with around 100 filling stitches and 
variations

 »  Includes both right- and left-handed 
instructions

 »  Yvette has already generated substantial 
interest in the book on her social media 
channels, including her YouTube channel 
@yvettestanton, on which she has nearly 
7K subscribers.

 
HARDANGER FILLING STITCHES
Yvette Stanton March 2024 • 9781800922013 • $35.00/$42.00 CAN 

Trade Paperback • 7-3/4 x 10-1/10n • 280 pages

A step-by-step handbook

Related titles: 
Frisian Whitework 9781800920248
RSN: Fine Whitework 9781782217022
Pulled Thread Embroidery 9781782218432

Yvette Stanton is the publisher and designer behind Vetty Creations. She has a passion for whitework embroidery, 
and for sharing it with others. Yvette has written 12 best-selling embroidery books, including Smøyg which was 
also published by Search Press. Yvette is an accredited tutor with the Embroiderers Guild of NSW, and teaches 
embroidery classes, specializing in whitework around Australia. She’s also an award-winning embroiderer with over 
15 years’ experience of producing beautiful intricate embroideries. Yvette lives in Sydney, Australia. 

@vettycreations www.vettycreations.com.au

 
ABSTRACT EMBROIDERY
Emily Botelho
Slow Stitching with texture, colour and creativity

Related titles: 
3D Embroidery 9781800921252
Blackwork Embroidery in Colour 9781782218456
The Kew Book of Nature Samplers (Folder Edition) 9781782219491

Emily Botelho, who works under the name Salt Stitches, formerly had a career in the fashion industry, and turned to 
embroidery in 2018. She has built a substantial following, sharing and selling her hoop-based works on Instagram and via 
her website www.saltstitches.com. She teaches at workshops all over the world, including the UK, US and Spain. Emily 
emigrated to Canada where she stitches full-time

February 2024 • 9781800920965 • $29.95/$34.95CAN
Hardcover • 8-3/4 x 8-3/4in • 144 pages

Highly textured and incredibly detailed 
embroidery pieces inspired by nature.

 » Great for all levels – perfect for beginning to 
advanced embroiderers and cross stitch fans 
who love modern embroidery and  
cross stitch

 » Instagram favourite – Emily Botelho is  
Salt Stitches (IG @salt_stitches) with over 
116K followers

 » Easy craft to start – embroidery is very 
popular craft and modern embroidery is on 
trend right now

 » Perfect for modern crafters – mixing 
traditional and modern, Abstract Embroidery 
is a great way to build your skills in 
embroidery.
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A guide to smocking for the  
modern sewist.

 »  Includes practical and fashion-forward 
projects for women and children

 »  Features ten smocking panels and  
six smaller on-trend fashion projects  
to stitch

 »  Smocking is making a comeback as 
high fashion, having featured in recent 
collections by Chloe, Miu Miu, Heidi 
Klein, Ganni, and Stella McCartney.

 
ROCKING SMOCKING
Laura Burch & Kajsa Mclaren March 2024 • 9781800922235 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 7-1/2 x 9-3/4in • 128 pages

A

B
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Waves
SKILL LEVEL 
Medium – suitable for those who have  
smocked before. The stitches themselves  
are easy, but smockers should be confident  
on stitch depth and placement to achieve  
a symmetrical design.

PLACEMENT 
Suitable for chest and waist panels. Not 
suitable for bishop smocks. Does not repeat. 
Some stretch as long as you cut the threads 
between the French knots.

STITCHES REQUIRED
• Cable stitch (see page 27)
• Trellis stitch (see page 28) 
• Wave stitch (see page 29)
• French knots (see page 30)

COLOURS
Works best with single colour compositions 
such as The Chameleon (page 38) or Contrast 
(page 44).

COLOURS USED 
Madeira Frosted Matt 40 2500M PINK/Article 
No. 942 7908

An organic pattern combining stacked 
cable stitches and a six-step trellis 
stitch, framed with French knots and 
wave stitches, to create an unusual 
undulating design that provides 
a pleasing contrast against the 
regimented vertical pleats.

POSITION
Smocking panel starts mid armhole.

Measurement A = 5cm (2in)
Measurement B = 3cm (11/4in)

Stitching Instructions
1. Start with a single line of cable stitches. Then work a 

single line of wave stitches immediately below.

2. Move down to row 4 and work a full line of cable 
stitches. Next stitch the ‘stacks’ individually, leaving 
two pleats/two cables between each stack. Stacks 
are composed of decreasing cable stitches, starting 
with seven cables at the top, approximately one 
gathering row deep. Knot and cut before moving on 
to the next stack.

3. Move down to row 5 and work a line of six-step 
trellis stitch zigzags. Trellis stitches can be five-, six-, 
seven-, or eight-step trellises to fit the void between 
the stacked cables. The peak of the zigzag should 
align with the central pleat between stacked cables. 

4. Work a row of double cable stitches immediately 
below the trellis stitch zigzags. Cables should touch 
the troughs of the zigzags.

Tips
• Leave a full row between the  

wave stitch and the stacked  
cables to create a channel for  
the French knots.

• For advanced smockers, the trellis 
stitch can be replaced with an 
undulating outline stitch for a  
more curved effect. For accurate 
curves, draw a line first with a chalk 
pencil or heat-erasable marker, then 
stitch over. 

Left: The waves motif can be created using various stitches 
in different combinations: this design uses the same cable 
stitch stacks but combines them with a different wave 
formation – a repeating five-step trellis/five-step cable 
stitch wave – stacked above and below, interspersed with 
French knots.

1
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3

4

5

6

7

8

1H

2

3

4

5

6

7

8H

5. Finish by working horizontal French knots in  
the spaces between rows 3 and 4, positioning  
the knots centrally above the stacked cables  
and aligning them with the trough of the  
trellis stitches.

A guide to smocking for the modern sewist

Related titles: 
A-Z of Smocking 9781782211761
Classic Nordic Knits for Kids 9781800922129

Laura Burch and Kajsa Mclaren are lifelong friends who launched their brand Smock London in 2019. They met 
at Oxford University, where they bonded over their shared passion for design, craftmanship, and colour. They 
modernize the beautiful craft of smocking for the 21st century through a combination of bright, bold and original 
smocking design.
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Paint a Picture 

A multi-coloured thread plan using three to 
six colours conjured from phrases or places.

Stitch suitability  
Suitable for stitches with a repeating 
motif which allow the layering of 
multiple colours, such as sampler 
stack, zigzag, scallop, stacked lattice 
and waves.

ABOUT PAINT A PICTURE
Paint a Picture uses a picture, place or object 
with a distinct palette as a way of developing 
a cohesive, multi-coloured thread plan. The 
‘picture’ or reference should offer a clear colour 
palette, and might be a scene (1950s ice-cream 
shop), a place (circus), a theme (rainbow) or an 
image from nature (lily of the valley). Working 
from your reference, select colours that evoke 
the picture, then experiment with different 
stitch designs to determine the weight of each 
thread in the design. 

HOW TO PAINT WITH THREADS 
Using your fabric as a starting point, find an 
image that evokes the mood you would like 
to convey with your smocking piece. Next 
select three to six threads from the colours in 
your image that complement your fabric. The 
colours will balance each other best if they have 
a similar intensity. Once you have chosen three 
to four main threads, consider which smocking 
stitch design you would like to use, and add 
accordingly, layering the colours to create  
the mood. 

FABRIC CHOICE
Simple, two-colour prints and plain fabrics. 
Given the technicolour nature of the 
composition, Paint a Picture works best on 
plain fabrics that offer a more neutral backdrop 
to the rainbow of stitches. Often the fabric 
itself will inspire visual connotations – for 
example, a blue-striped fabric might conjure a 
seaside-themed palette of threads, while a bold 
yellow or red stripe might lead you to a circus 
theme using bold primary colours. Let your 
imagination run wild. 

Avoid busy multi-coloured prints with this 
colour plan as the visual story in the smocking 
and the print are likely to fight each other.

EXAMPLES OF PAINT A PICTURE
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Master Swedish weaving, also known as 
huck embroidery, with 50 designs for 
modern homewares, accessories, and 
more

 »  Learn how the thread is worked on 
the fabric, how to determine pattern 
placement, and how to decide the best 
fabric and thread for a project

 »  Features full instructions and easy-to-
read, full-colour, large-format charts

 »  This unique collection of designs can 
be used on a variety of fabrics to 
create any number of items, including 
towels, pillows, gift bags, afghans, baby 
blankets, and wall hangings.

 
SWEDISH WEAVING PATTERN DIRECTORY
Katherine Kennedy March 2024 • 9781800922242 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN

Trade Paperback •  6-3/4 x 9-1/4n • 144 pages

50 huck embroidery designs for the modern needlecrafter

Related titles: 
Pocket Book of Weaving 9781800920750
Amazing Circular Weaving 9781800920781 
Big Weaving on a Small Loom 9781800920378

Katherine Kennedy discovered Swedish weaving 20 years ago. Since then, she has written four books, created an 
online video class, and developed a full line of kits and chart packs. All are still available and have sold at Hobby 
Lobby, Michael’s, Barnes & Noble, and Target, as well as independent needlework shops in the US and abroad.
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Get started and learn the basics  
with this miniature, no-nonsense guide 
to macramé!

 »  Clear, simple approach ensures this is 
perfect for complete beginners

 »  Five beautiful projects are included: 
the retro plant pot hanger; a whimsical 
dreamcatcher; a statement wall 
hanging; a stylish table runner and a set 
of friendship bracelets!

 »  Small Hardcover format, positive 
affirmations and beautiful illustrations 
make this an ideal gift book.

 
POCKET BOOK OF MACRAMÉ
Claire Gelder June 2024 • 9781800920743 • $16.95/$19.95 CAN

Hardcover • 5 x 7in • 128 pages

Mindful crafting for beginners

In the same series: 
Pocket Book of Crochet 9781800920736
Pocket Book of Knitting 9781800920729
Pocket Book of Weaving 9781800920750

As well as a successful entrepreneur, Claire Gelder is also a firm believer in the therapeutic side of craft, 
particularly its benefits to mental health and well-being. Claire lives in Wakefield, UK and is proud to be continuing 
Yorkshire’s textile tradition.

Get started and learn the basics with this 
miniature, no-nonsense guide to weaving!

 »  The key techniques for both rectangular 
and circular looms are clearly illustrated

 »  Six projects are included to get you 
started: three rectangular – a bookmark, 
wall hanging and pompom flower bag 
– and three circular – a chic coaster, 
statement wall hanging and vibrant 
flower power motif

 »  Small Hardcover format and beautiful 
illustrations make this an ideal gift book

 
POCKET BOOK OF WEAVING
Claire Gelder June 2024 • 9781800920750 • $16.95/$19.95 CAN    

Hardcover • 5 x 7in • 128 pages

Mindful crafting for beginners

Also by the author: 
Bonnie the Cow & Friends 9781782219750
Robyn Octopus & Friends 9781782218692
Mabel Bunny & Co. 9781782217336

Claire Gelder loves all things hand-made, hand-woven and hand-crafted. She has been crafting for relaxation and 
fun for over 20 years. In 2017, she secured two Dragons’ Den investors to help her pass on her passion of crafting to 
the next generation. 

@clairegelder_uk clairegelder.com

@woolcouture www.woolcouturecompany.com
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The Woolly Felters – Roz Dace and Judy 
Balchin – bring you another fun-packed 
needle felting book and invite you to 
make a needle felted holiday scene!

 »  New book from the authors of  
Needle Felting for Beginners, winner 
of best craft book in the Craft Business 
Awards 2021

 »  More than 25 festive designs in a 
variety of styles

 »  Authors have sold nearly 75,000 copies 
of their previous books.

 
NEEDLE FELTING CHRISTMAS
Roz Dace & Judy Balchin August 2024 • 9781800921993 • $23.95/$28.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8 x 10-1/4n • 128 pages

Fun step-by-step holiday projects

Also by the authors: 
Needle Felting for Beginners 9781782217343
Needle Felting Teddy Bears for Beginners 9781800920194
Needle Felting Dolls 9781800920132

Roz Dace enjoyed many years as Editorial Director at Search Press, commissioning practical art and craft books 
for international markets. Roz lives in Frome, Somerset.
Judy Balchin studied art at Cardiff College of Art. She has produced more than 20 books on various crafts and is 
the author of many articles for craft magazines. Judy lives in Maidstone, Kent.

From fraying and layering to free 
machine embroidery and  
embellishment, this gorgeous book 
guides you step by step through 
renowned textile artist Abigail Mill’s 
characteristic, ethereal style.

 »  Abigail Mill shares her unique 
techniques, ideas and inspiration

 »  Five gorgeous projects to create 
along with galleries of Abigail’s quirky, 
contemporary work to enjoy

 »  Offers original and exciting ideas, 
encouraging readers to explore, create 
and develop their own designs.

 
APPLIQUÉ ART
Abigail Mill July 2024 • 9781800922525 • $23.95/$28.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 11in • 128 pages

Freehand machine-embroidered pictures

Related titles: 
Free Motion Embroidery 9781800920484
Daydream Journals 9781782218722
The Textile Artist: Expressive Stitches 9781782217503
This is a paperback edition of the best-selling title, The Textile Artist: Appliqué Art (2014)
Abigail Mill has developed her own unique style and technique of free machine embroidery, and has been featured 
in several craft books and magazines. Abigail lives in Bristol, UK.

@woollyfelters www.woollyfelters.com

@abigailmill_embroidery abigailmill.co.uk
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Embark upon an exploration of natural dyeing and sustainable 
creativity with noted forager and alchemist, Aurelia Wolff!

 »  Botanical Dyes is split into chapters by season, with 18 
readily-available plants considered for their dyeing properties

 »  The book taps into the growing enthusiasm for foraging and 
using natural materials to sustain, not deplete, the planet; the 
book takes a responsible, eco-friendly, sustainable approach 
to sourcing seasonal plants

 »  Aurélia Wolff has created the WHOLE project in her native 
France: ‘a textile creation and production studio specializing 
in vegetable dyes and local fibres, with a committed 
approach of know-how and contemporary craftsmanship’

 »  The book is perfect for fans of Caroline Ross, Abi Patten and 
Caroline Hyde-Brown.

 
BOTANICAL DYES
Aurélia Wolff September 2024 • 9781800922136 • $25.95/$29.95 

Trade Paperback • 7-1/2 x 9-1/4in • 184 pages

A seasonal guide to sustainable dyeing

Related titles: 
Forage & Stitch 9781800920040
Found and Ground 9781800920996
Modern Tie Dye 9781782219903

Aurélia Wolff is a French textile designer and has been a botanical dyer 
since 2012. Trained by Michel Garcia, she created the WHOLE project 
which is a linens and accessories brand; a natural colour research lab; 
and a dye garden in Paris. Aurélia also teaches and runs workshops, using 
traditional methods such as hand weaving to promote natural dyeing as a 
contemporary craft. Her approach involves recycling fabrics and sourcing 
only organic fibres, upcycling plants to extract colours, implementing 
conscious processes that avoid waste and committing to pursuing a more 
eco-friendly fashion industry.

@ourwholeconcept whole.fr
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Discover the joy of making your own 
customized, natural cosmetics that won’t 
harm the earth or your delicate skin!

 »  20 easy-to-follow, natural, safe recipes 
that you can create in your own home

 »  With guidance on customizing your 
beauty products to suit your skin

 »  Recipes use only organic ingredients  
and take between 5 and 20 minutes  
to prepare

 »  Book taps into the ever-important  
self-care movement.

 
THE HANDMADE SPA: NATURAL COSMETICS
Sara Duménil May 2024 • 9781800922112 • $16.95/$19.95 CAN

Hardcover • 5-9/10 x 8-1/5in • 80 pages

Indulge yourself with 20 eco-friendly recipes to make at home

In the same series: 
The Handmade Spa: Natural Soaps 9781800922105

A naturopathic expert specializing in natural cosmetology, Sara Duménil launched the Formule beauté brand in 
France in 2016, with a mission to make homemade cosmetics accessible to everyone. Sara lives in a small city 
outside Paris, France.

Discover the secrets of creating 
beautiful, gentle, eco-friendly artisanal 
soaps at home.

 »  Features 16 carefully-crafted soap 
recipes to indulge your senses and 
nourish your skin, using natural 
ingredients

 »  Includes expert advice on the 
chemistry of soap making, plus  
safety information

 »  Soaps are ideal as Christmas or 
birthday gifts, or as a little me-time 
treat.

 
THE HANDMADE SPA: NATURAL SOAPS
Amélie Boué
Indulge yourself with 16 eco-friendly recipes to make at home

Amélie Boué decided in 2016 to start her own small soap business. Transforming what had been a hobby into a  
full-time occupation brought her immense joy. Amelie’s company, Savon en Bullant, is based in Rochefort, France.

In the same series: 
The Handmade Spa: Natural Cosmetics 9781800922112

www.formulebeaute.com@formulebeaute

@savonenbullant www.en-bullant.fr

May 2024 • 9781800922105 • $16.95/$19.95 CAN
Hardcover • 5-9/10 x 8-1/5in • 80 pages
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Use your Cricut machine to create digitally die-cut 
embellishments for any event!

 »  Super-easy guide to digital die-cutting for key life events, 
especially suited for use with market-leading Cricut machines

 »  Includes 21 easy-to-achieve projects with 12 variations and 
inspiration for many more

 »  Use materials from paper and cardstock to acrylic, glass and 
basswood for a professional finish  

 »  Projects feature links to over 55 downloadable, customizable  
SVG files.

 
CRICUT CELEBRATIONS DIGITAL 
DIE-CUTTING FOR ANY EVENT
Laura Strutt March 2024 • 9781800920019 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 11in • 128 pages

Related titles: 
Cut & Craft: Digital Die-Cutting 9781800920002

Laura Strutt is a passionate designer who enjoys a wide range of crafts 
including knitting, crochet, dressmaking, quilting and hand-lettering. Laura 
is a former editor of Craft Business magazine; and the author of several 
books including Modern Crocheted Shawls and Wraps, 35 Knitted Baby 
Blankets and Modern Granny Square Crochet, as well as Cut & Craft: 
Digital Die-Cutting, published in 2022.

Laura lives in Ipswich, Suffolk, UK. 

@madepeachy www.madepeachy.com
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Award-winning silversmith and BBC television presenter 
Brenton West shares all his silversmithing techniques and 
expertise with you.

 »  Internationally-known author, presenter and resident expert 
on BBC’s The Repair Shop

 »   Professional advice and techniques in how to assess and 
safely repair your items

 »  Extensive tool directory included

 »  Dozens of specific techniques explained clearly, simply and  
in context

 »  Learn skills that can be adapted to your own project

 »  The Repair Shop is shown in the UK, USA, Netherlands, 
Denmark, Spain, Hungary, Germany, Sweden, Finland, Latvia, 
Austria, Turkey and Belgium.

 
SILVERSMITH’S SECRETS
Brenton West February 2024 • 9781800921665 • $31.95/$36.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8 x 10-1/4in • 168 pages

Repair, restore and transform treasured items

Related titles: 
The Woodworker’s Technique Bible 9781782219798
Silver Jewellery Making 9781782217350
The Art of Soldering for Jewellery Makers 9781844489626

A silversmith and precious metal expert, Brenton West is happiest when he 
is making or restoring something. 

Brenton joined the BBC’s The Repair Shop programme as their specialist 
silversmith and precious metals expert. Alongside his television and radio 
work Brenton works on private commissions – all kinds of metals, artefacts 
and eras. He has been lucky enough to work on notable items created 
by famous makers and designers such as Fabergé, Hester Bateman, Paul 
Storr, Mappin & Webb, Georg Jensen and Asprey.

@brenton_west brentonwest.co.uk
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Learn how to create 6 delicate, see-through flowers in 
watercolor with the immensely popular artist, botanical 
illustrator, and pattern designer.
Renowned YouTube and Instagram tutor, botanical watercolor 
artist and surface pattern designer, Olga Koelsch shares 
her techniques with beginners and advanced artists alike in 
achieving beautiful and unique watercolor creations.

 »  The perfect inspirational gift not only for beginners and  
fans of watercolor painting but for artists wanting to learn 
new techniques

 »  This technique for transparent flowers is trendy and in  
high demand

 »  Watercolour is the most popular medium for painting 
worldwide, and watercolor painting technique books are in 
high demand

 »  Flower painting and botanical art are very popular 

 »  Olga Koelsch is known for her beautiful, realistic flowers and 
great techniques for beginners to advanced artists.

 
HOW TO PAINT TRANSPARENT WATERCOLOUR FLOWERS
Olga Koelsch June 2024 • 9781800921474 • $29.95/$34.95 CAN

Hardcover • 9 x 10in • 128 pages

Related titles
Paint 50: Watercolour Flowers 9781800921207
Watercolour Flowers for the Absolute Beginner 9781800920149
Botanical Watercolours through the seasons 9781782219439

Olga Koelsch is a self-taught watercolour artist, pattern designer and 
botanical illustrator. She originally pursued an art career with botanical 
illustration, after working in marketing for several years, but then craved 
for more expression and freedom in painting. She began to blend her 
knowledge in botany with modern watercolor techniques, creating stunning 
transparent flower bouquets that have now become her signature work.

When she’s not creating individual paintings, Olga is painting patterns for 
paper and fabrics, or sharing watercolour tips and advice on her YouTube 
channel, @olgakoelsch

Olga lives in Bergen, Norway, with her husband and two sons.

@olga.koelsch www.olgakoelsch.com
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Use the full-size traceable outlines 
and the clear, concise step-by-step 
instructions to create six dynamic 
coastal landscape paintings, and learn 
the key skills you need to become an 
accomplished artist. 

 »  Step-by-step instructions, author’s hint 
and tips, and new techniques introduced 
as you progress through the book

 »  Includes full-size outlines to trace and 
transfer onto your watercolor paper

 »  Suitable for beginners as well as more 
advanced artists.

 
ANYONE CAN PAINT COASTAL LANDSCAPES
Charles Evans July 2024 • 9781800921498 • $17.95/$21.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 11in • 104 pages

6 easy step-by-step projects to get you started

In the same series: 
Anyone Can Paint Watercolour Landscapes 9781800921504
Anyone Can Paint Watercolour Flowers 9781800921511
Previously published as The Paint Pad Artist: Coastal Landscapes (9781782217466)

Charles Evans is one of the UK’s leading painters. He has written several books for Search Press, and represents 
Daler-Rowney as their main demonstrator. His exuberant personality is reflected in his paintings, which have a 
lightness and simplicity to which many artists aspire. Charles lives in Morpeth, Northumberland, UK. Visit his 
website, www.charlesevansart.com

Use the full-size traceable outlines 
and the clear, concise step-by-step 
instructions to create six beautiful flower 
paintings, and learn the key skills you 
need to become an accomplished artist. 

 »  Six inspiring watercolour flowers to 
paint, with step-by-step instructions

 »  Includes full-size outlines to trace and 
transfer onto your watercolor paper

 »  Suitable for beginners as well as more 
advanced artists.

 
ANYONE CAN PAINT WATERCOLOUR FLOWERS
Julie King February 2024 • 9781800921511 • $17.95/$21.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 11in • 104 pages

6 easy step-by-step projects to get you started

In the same series: 
Anyone Can Paint Coastal Landscapes 9781800921498
Anyone Can Paint Watercolour Landscapes 9781800921504
Previously published as The Paint Pad Artist: Watercolour Flowers 
(9781782216261)
Julie King lives in Kent. Her awards include the Society of Botanical Artists’ Certificate of Botanical Merit and the 
Elizabeth Smail Memorial Award for Colour and Composition. Julie is a regular contributor to Leisure Painter 
magazine, and has written a number of art books.

charlesevansart.com@charlesevans7706

@julieking_watercolour juliehking.co.uk

'This series 

from Search Press 

is simply brilliant and 

brilliantly simple. Take one look 

and you'll get it immediately. I just love 

them.' Henry Malt, PAINT MAGAZINE
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The world's finest art and craft books

ART: WATERCOLOUR

Capture your world in wonderful watercolor with guidance 
from master artist Nicholas Poullis.

 »  Master artist Nicholas Poullis shares his approach, 
techniques and experience to help the reader produce 
paintings that are at once accurate and inspiring

 »  Author is a highly regarded artist and tutor with an 
international following

 »  Wide-ranging and comprehensive, each chapter focuses  
on a particular element of watercolour painting

 »  The author’s work is fresh and vibrant, and will appeal to 
watercolourists of all abilities.

 
ATMOSPHERIC BUILDINGS IN WATERCOLOUR
Nicholas Poullis

8 9

A lot of good painting is down to a feeling the artist has or develops with 

the medium, technique and other technical aspects, drawing, choice of subject, 

composition balance and simplification should ideally become instinctive, and 

this is only achieved with hard work. If I take a break from painting and get back 

to it I feel like I have lost a little of the feeling, a sensitivity that quickly returns 

but it demonstrates that we have to work continually to improve.

For many years I have enjoyed teaching, running plein-air painting 

workshops and holidays, and writing practical articles for many of the best 

magazines published today. I have enjoyed sharing my knowledge about what 

I love doing with a growing number of enthusiastic students. While doing 

this I have become aware of the many issues and problems students face 

while painting. This book is written with those issues in mind and importantly 

offers practical solutions with hints and tips. It is sometimes daunting to 

paint a watercolour from life and this book, with use of progressive chapters 

and examples, is a comprehensive and practical guide to painting plein-air 

atmospheric buildings in watercolour. The book aims to equip you with the 

basic tools you could use while trying to capture the atmosphere of your 

chosen scene. 

Moulin de Julian
38 × 28cm (15 × 11in) Saunders Waterford 300gsm (140lb) 

Rough surface paper

Sometimes architecture is incongruous in its setting, 
however, as is often with water mills, the mill building and 
bridge in this subject sit in the landscape as if they had been 

there for ever and made an appealing subject.

In my experience, anyone you meet using watercolour 
is usually an enthusiast and very often – and in a 
good way – obsessive. I, for one, love every aspect 
of watercolour, from finding a subject to completing 

a painting. 

September 2024 • 9781800920422 • $29.95/$34.95 CAN
Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 11in • 144 pages

Related titles: 
Line and Wash in the Urban Landscape 9781800921955
Painting People and Places 9781800920323
The Addictive Sketcher 9781782215820

Nicholas Poullis is an award-winning watercolourist and has been a 
contributing author to the leading practical art magazine, The Artist, for 
many years, writing on various aspects of watercolour. He has a particular 
interest in architectural subject matter.

Nicholas is well established in the Languedoc region of South West France, 
where he has previously been an Official Painter to the Office de Tourism 
Pézenas, Val d’Hérault. He currently runs painting holidays in the  
South of France. 

www.nicholas-poullis.com
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The world's finest art and craft books

ART: WATERCOLOUR

The ultimate, accessible, no-nonsense 
guide to painting watercolor water.

 »  A clear guide to a subject that artists 
often find challenging

 »  Discover seven awe-inspiring water 
landscapes, from still-water lakes and 
boats along the coastline to crashing 
seas and waterfalls

 »  Numerous handy tips and many 
examples of Stephen’s stunning paintings

 »  Second title in the Easy Guide 
to Painting series.

 
THE EASY GUIDE TO PAINTING WATER IN WATERCOLOUR
Stephen Coates August 2024 • 9781800921061 • $16.95/$19.95 CAN 

Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 11in • 112 pages

Also by the author: 
The Easy Guide to Painting Skies in Watercolour 9781782219446
Take Three Colours: Watercolour Lakes & Rivers 9781782216971

Stephen Coates was born in Sheffield in 1960. In 2011 he took up a career in art and teaching. He became a 
full-time professional freelance artist, and set up his own studio in Sheffield with the purpose of teaching others 
watercolour painting. From here he runs courses, workshops and hosts his own amateur art groups. Stephen also 
demonstrates his skills and shares his expertise at art societies all over England, and exhibits at a variety of national 
art shows.

Be inspired by watercolor master  
David Bellamy and learn how to paint 
glorious landscapes, capturing the 
natural countryside in all its moods.

 »  14 step-by-step techniques

 »  Aimed at beginner and intermediate 
watercolor artists alike

 »  Clear, step-by-step projects, practical 
advice and inspiration from a master 
artist

 »  Combines content from five of David's 
best-selling watercolor books.

 
DAVID BELLAMY’S COMPLETE GUIDE TO LANDSCAPES
David Bellamy June 2024 • 9781782216780 • $29.95/$35.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 11in • 288 pages

Painting the natural world in watercolour

Related titles: 
Anyone Can Paint Watercolour Landscapes 9781800921504
The Innovative Artist: Capturing Light 9781782218937
Painting into the Light 9781800921276

David Bellamy has always been fascinated by the world’s wild places. Highly regarded as a teacher of art, he has 
a tremendous following among leisure painters, many of whom have attended his extremely popular courses and 
workshops both in the UK and overseas. He has written many books on watercolour painting and is a regular 
contributor to art magazines. David lives in Builth Wells, Wales.

@coatesartuk coatesart.co.uk

www.davidbellamy.co.uk
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The world's finest art and craft books

ART: WATERCOLOUR

Learn to paint birds in a loose, fresh 
style using simple techniques.

 »  Create 26 stunning projects in simple 
steps with just a few basic materials

 »  The step-by-step process for each 
bird is simple, using just six watercolor 
paints and a few brushes

 »  Includes a free dot paint card with 
Daniel Smith paints to get you started

 »  This is Tom Shepherd’s first book  
and the second title in the new  
Simply Paint series.

 
SIMPLY PAINT WATERCOLOUR BIRDS
Tom Shepherd July 2024 • 9781800921795 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN 

Trade Paperback •  8-1/2 x 11in • 128 pages

A complete watercolour course for beginners

Related titles: 
Simply Paint Flowers 9781800920392
Paint 50: Watercolour Animals 9781800921283
Watercolour Animals for the Absolute Beginner 9781800920507

Tom Shepherd started his art career by creating custom artwork on guitars using graffiti pens. Making a move 
towards a brush and more traditional mediums opened up a whole new world to him, and he hasn’t looked  
back since. Tom co-hosts the podcast Ask an Artist, and runs successful remote painting classes through his  
School of Watercolour.

An easy-to-follow beginner’s guide to 
painting animals and birds in watercolor 
with best-selling artist, Matthew Palmer.

 »  Includes 11 full-size outlines – one for 
each project, including the starter and 
main projects. Readers can simply trace 
the sketch onto their watercolor paper 
and begin painting

 »  Includes many handy hints and tips for 
beginners and improving artists 

 »  Part of the best-selling Absolute 
Beginner series.

 
WATERCOLOUR ANIMALS FOR THE ABSOLUTE BEGINNER
Matthew Palmer June 2024 • 9781800920507 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 11in • 160 pages

In the same series: 
Watercolour Flowers for the Absolute Beginner 9781800920149
Watercolour Landscapes for the Absolute Beginner 9781782219101
Watercolour for the Absolute Beginner 9781844488254

Matthew Palmer is a best-selling author and demonstrator. He has been painting seriously for over 20 years and 
specializes in landscapes, still life and animals. He has his own studio at his home in Derbyshire, UK and teaches 
hundreds of people each week, as well as running watercolour workshops and holidays. He has his own internet-
based art show.

@tomshepherdartist www.tomshepherdart.com

@mattyartist watercolour.tv
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The world's finest art and craft books

ART: WATERCOLOUR

The beginner-friendly guide on 
how to paint 50 vibrant watercolor 
animals in no more than 7 quick 
and easy stages! With award-winning 
artist Marina Bakasova.
 » Simple stages with very little text 

mean that a successful end result 
is easy and quick  
to accomplish, making this book 
perfect  
for beginners

 » Very few materials and tools are 
needed, so you can get started 
right away

 » 50 fun and simple projects to 
choose from, each with just seven 
simple steps

 » No drawing skills required

 
PAINT 50: WATERCOLOUR ANIMALS
Marina Bakasova

February 2024 • 9781800921283 •$19.95/$23.95CAN 
Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 11in • 112 pages

From basic shapes to amazing paintings in super-easy steps

Related titles/In the same series: 
Paint 50: Watercolour Flowers 
9781800921207
Four-Step Watercolour 9781782218500
Draw 100: Animals 9781800920354

Marina Bakasova is an award winning artist in her early 20s, born in Bryansk, Russia. 
Fond of drawing and painting from early childhood, she recently graduated from 
Moscow State Stroganov Art University. Now working as a freelance illustrator, Marina 
is obsessed with art and painting. Marina’s first book, Four-Step Watercolour, was 
published through Search Press in 2020 and won the Most Inspiring Crafty Read 
category in the Best of Craft Awards 2020. Marina has over 14,000 followers on 
Instagram, where her handle is @marinabksv

Learn to draw and paint 50 beautiful 
blooms in no more than 12 easy 
stages!
 » Simple stages with easy-to-follow, 

annotation-style text means that 
a successful end result is quick 
to accomplish, making this book 
perfect for beginners

 » Penny Brown’s previous titles 
for Search Press, Botanical 
Drawing and Draw 100: 
Flowers have collectively sold over  
30,000 copies

 » Mix swatches included with each 
project means you can compare 
and check the colour mixes you’ve 
made

 » No drawing skills required

 
PAINT 50: WATERCOLOUR FLOWERS
Penny Brown

February 2024 • 9781800921207 • $19.95/$23.95CAN
Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 11in • 112 pages

From basic shapes to amazing paintings in super-easy steps

Related titles/In the same series: 
Paint 50: Watercolour Animals 
9781800921283
Draw 100: Flowers 9781800920255
Simply Paint Flowers 9781800920392

Penny Brown is a highly-experienced illustrator and a prize winning botanical artist who 
works in a variety of media to capture the beauty and complexity of the natural world. She 
exhibits her botanical paintings and drawings with The Society of Botanical Artists (SBA) in 
London, Frankfurt and Spain.Her work has appeared in close to one hundred books, and 
she has won several awards, including the prestigious President’s Prize at the SBA exhibition. 
She is also a member of The South West Society of Botanical Artists. Penny’s previous titles 
for Search Press, Botanical Drawing and Draw 100 Flowers have sold over 30,000 copies in 
total. Visit her website: www.pennybrownillustrations.com
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The world's finest art and craft books

ART: DRAWING & SKETCHING

32

Learn all the tricks you need to bring your manga characters 
to life!

This book is an ideal introductory course for anyone who 
wants to learn how to draw in the popular manga style.

 »  Perfect for both beginners and seasoned artists

 »  This comprehensive volume provides a wealth of knowledge 
for mastering the art of manga

 »  The original German edition of the book has sold over 45K 
copies.

 
STEP-BY-STEP MANGA
Gecko Keck Aprilh 2024 • 9781800921733 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 9-1/10in • 144 pages

Related titles: 
Draw Manga Faces, Heads and Hairstyles: The Workbook 
9781800922228
Manga Art Secrets 9781782219804
Manga Fashion Art Secrets 9781800921573

Gecko Keck (real name Gerhard 
Wörner) is a German artist, 
designer and author. Gecko Keck 
has published around 90 books 
since 2007, including bestsellers 
that have been published 
worldwide. These include books 
such as Bayala – the daughters 
of the elf king, Sajana – the 
legacy of the elf king, the drawing 
course The art of drawing for 
children and also the Sherlock 
Holmes Micro Crimes crime 
search books for adults. 

@geckomanga @geckomanga



The world's finest art and craft books

ART: DRAWING & SKETCHING

33

Learn to draw the sweetest animals in  
an illustrated style, with just 10 simple 
visual steps.

 »  Illustrated tutorials of over 60 cute 
animals in just 10 simple steps, from a 
goat to a red panda.

 »  Easy to use for all ages, and accessible 
for children too

 »  Includes color palettes so readers  
can easily find the right tones for  
their drawing

 » Series has sold 54K copies.

 
10 STEP DRAWING: CUTE ANIMALS
Justine Lecouffe March 2024 • 9781800922365 • $16.95/$19.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 6-1/2 x 9-3/10in • 128 pages

Draw over 60 adorable animals in 10 easy steps

In the same best-selling series: 
10 Step Drawing: Horses & Ponies 9781800921184
10 Step Drawing: Cats 9781800920330
10 Step Drawing: Dogs 9781800920347

Justine Lecouffe is an artist, illustrator and graphic designer based in London, UK. Her work has been published in 
a number of books, including Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls and her major clients include Apple, O2, National 
Trust, NHS, Red Bull, Nivea and Pandora.

Learn to draw any face in an illustrated 
style, with just 10 simple visual steps.

 »  Illustrated tutorials of 50 faces in just 10 
simple steps, perfect for beginners

 »  Key how-to information without dry and 
overly-long instructions

 »  Offers an easy jumping-off point for any 
doodler to get into simple portraiture

 »  Includes color palettes so readers  
can easily find the right tones for  
their drawing

 » Series has sold 54K copies.

 
10 STEP DRAWING: FACES
Justine Lecouffe March 2024 • 9781800922358 • $16.95/$19.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 6-1/2 x 9-3/10in • 128 pages

Draw over 50 fabulous faces in 10 easy steps

In the same best-selling series: 
10 Step Drawing: Manga 9781782219354
10 Step Drawing: People 9781782218548 
10 Step Drawing: Animals 9781782216605

Justine Lecouffe creates digital and hand drawings encompassing fashion, beauty, architecture and travel, for 
clients in a wide range of industries, from book publishing to branding for jewellery and fashion designers. 

@justine_lcf www.justinelecouffe.com

www.justinelecouffe.com@justine.lecouffe
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ART: DRAWING & SKETCHING
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Draw 30 amazing animals in 8 easy 
stages or fewer.

 »  Perfect for beginners: this book is 
designed for those who want to learn 
how to sketch lifelike animal illustrations 
with ease

 »  Provides a structured approach to 
drawing, making it simple for readers to 
follow and improve their skills

 »  Includes 30 different animals, from 
domestic pets to wild creatures.

 
DRAW 30: ANIMALS
Eva Dutton, Polly Pinder, Susie Hodge & Jonathan Newey April 2024 • 9781800921832 • $12.95/$14.95 CAN

Hardcover • 8-3/4 x 5-1/4in • 64 pages

in easy steps

In the same series: 
Draw 30: Kawaii 9781800921825
Draw 30: Manga 9781800921856
Draw 30: Flowers 9781800921870

Draw 30 beautiful blooms in just 8  
easy stages.

 »  Choose from floral favourites such as 
shapely tulips, blowsy roses, wild red 
poppies and fragile bluebells, and  
build up the idiosyncratic shapes of 
each bloom

 »  The perfect book for beginners to learn 
how to draw flowers

 »  For fans of Susan Yeates’ annual 
Sketchbook Challenge, in which  
flowers are a popular drawing and 
sketching prompt.

 
DRAW 30: FLOWERS
Janet Whittle April 2024 • 9781800921870  • $12.95/$14.95 CAN

Hardcover • 8-3/4 x 5-1/4in • 64 pages

in easy steps

Janet Whittle is a professional artist and qualified teacher who specializes 
in flowers and landscapes in watercolour and pastel. She exhibits regularly 
at the Westminster Galleries in London and has also shown her work at the 
prestigious Mall Galleries and other international venues. 

In the same series: 
Draw 30: Kawaii 9781800921825
Draw 30: Manga 9781800921856
Draw 30: Animals 9781800921832

www.janetwhittle.co.uk

Eva Dutton is a member of the Society of Equestrian Artists.  
She is a full-time artist and illustrator. 
Polly Pinder has written and illustrated a number of books on a variety  
of subjects.
Susie Hodge has twice been named the No. 1 art writer by The Independent.
Jonathan Newey is an award-winning artist and is a founder member of  
the UK Coloured Pencil Society.



The world's finest art and craft books

ART: ACRYLICS

35

Discover the joy of acrylic painting and create 15 captivating 
little works of art with this comprehensive beginner's guide!

 »  Written for the complete beginner, by a visual arts  
teacher with over a decade’s worth of drawing and  
painting experience

 »  Create ten little still life paintings each painted on a 5in 
(13cm) board

 »  Acrylic paint is an expressive, opaque medium that is easy 
to correct if errors get made: perfect for beginners that are 
new to painting

 »  Unique 'trace-this-linework' feature offers a great starting 
point for beginners who lack confidence in their skills.

 
EASY ACRYLIC PAINTING
Jennifer Funnell Marchy 2024 • 9781800922211 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN 

Trade Paperback • 7-1/2 x 9-3/4in • 144 pages

Beginner tutorials for small still lifes

Related titles: 
Easy Oil Painting 9781800920798
Learn to Paint in Acrylics with 50 Small Paintings 9781782215684
Acrylics for the Absolute Beginner 9781782213987

Jennifer Funnell is a visual arts 
teacher in Colorado, USA. She 
is passionate about teaching 
the process of creating art and 
experimenting with a variety of 
techniques. Her YouTube channel 
@JenniferFunnellVisualArts is widely 
respected.

@jenniferfunnellvisualarts www.jenniferfunnell.com
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ART: OILS, PASTELS & MIXED MEDIA
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Work artistic magic with contre-jour: learn how to create the 
illusion of light in your oil painting.

 »  Known for painting sparkling light on water, Jenny delivers 
practical, easy-to-follow guidance for confident beginner 
artists onwards

 »  10 step-by-step painting demonstrations and clear, illustrated 
methods of working

 »  Clear enough for relatively inexperienced painters, whilst in-
depth enough to inspire more experienced artists

 »  Includes information on simplification, tone, capturing 
accurate color, working indoors and out, landscapes, still life, 
how to create atmosphere, achieve the illusion of space and 
much more.

 
PAINTING INTO THE LIGHT
Jenny Aitken April 2024 • 9781800921276 • $25.95/$29.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 11in • 160 pages 

How to work atmospheric magic with your oil paints

Related titles: 
Plein Air Painting with Oils 9781782218760
Water-Mixable Oils 9781782218579
Painting People and Places 9781800920323

For Jenny Aitken, teaching painting is an absolute passion – her main aim 
is for students to be encouraged, informed and creatively enthused. She is 
currently represented by several galleries, including The Harbour Gallery in 
Cornwall and Peter Barker Gallery in Rutland.

Jenny is a regular contributor to The Artist magazine, and an online tutor, 
with a series of 25+ modules on painting in oils and acrylics. She also 
produces shorter painting videos on her YouTube channel, @jennyaitkenart

Jenny lives in Derbyshire, not far from the beautiful Peak District.

@jennyaitkenart jennyaitken.co.uk
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The modern oil artist’s dream: a punchy combination of 
innovation and enthusiasm, infused with authority and 
tradition. This is an in-depth look at an artist in love with his 
surroundings and with the people that inhabit them. Learn 
how to use oils and more from the President of the Royal 
Institute of Oil Painters. 

 »  A masterclass from a high profile, active and multiple  
award-winning artist

 »  Adebanji is the President of the Royal Institute of Oil  
Painters (ROI)

 »  Modern mixed media approach, with emphasis on direct 
painting with oils

 » Taps into the urban sketching trend

 »  Shows in detail how Adebanji uses oils to achieve a textural 
but refined finish.

 
PAINTING PEOPLE AND PLACES
Adebanji Alade

February 2024 • 9781800920323 • $25.95/$29.95
Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 11in • 144 pages

Capturing everyday life in oils

Also by the author: 
The Addictive Sketcher 9781782215820
Addictive An Artist’s Sketchbook 9781782218739

Adebanji Alade, otherwise known as ‘The Addictive Sketcher’, features 
regularly on the BBC’s The One Show, and can often be found sketching 
travellers on the London Underground. 

Adebanji is the vice president of the Royal Institute of Oil Painters; a full 
member of The Guild of Fine Art in Nigeria; and in 2014 was elected to 
the council of the Chelsea Art Society. He also belongs to Urban Sketchers 
Worldwide and Plein Air Brotherhood. 

Adebanji has a strong following in the US as well as the UK. He writes 
regularly for The Artist magazine and exhibits with the Royal Institute of Oil 
Painters. He teaches at the Art Academy, London, and also runs workshops 
and demos for schools, colleges, universities and art societies.

@addictivesketcher adebanjialade.co.uk
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Learn to capture the abstract beauty of the natural world in 
paint and mixed media with this inspiring book.

 »  A practical, mixed media art book, illustrated with finished 
paintings and short exercises that encourage an experimental 
approach to painting the natural landscape

 »  Covers various aspects of the natural landscape, from  
close-up details to more distant views, celebrating wild 
flowers, seed heads, berries and leaves

 »  Will appeal to the same market as Jean Haines and Jane 
Betteridge – both best-selling Search Press authors.

 
PAINTING IN ABSTRACT
Carole Robson June 2024 • 9781800920163 • £14.99/$23.95/$28.95

Trade Paperback • 8-1/2 x 11in • 128 pages

Mixed media artwork inspired by the natural world

Related titles: 
Painting Abstract Nature on Canvas 9781782219705
The Innovative Artist: Abstracts and Mixed Media 9781782218777
Abstract Painting 9781782219576

@carolerobson.art www.carolerobson.com

Carole Robson is a mixed media 
painter and art tutor, working from 
her studio in Laddingford, Kent, 
UK. She exhibits in London and the 
South East of England. Her paintings 
are driven by strong feelings about 
ecology and man’s impact on 
the environment; her desire is to 
elevate nature’s case and celebrate 
meadows and wild places.
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ART: GENERAL
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Capture the beautiful natural world with printmaking linocut 
blocks from Inky Dog Studio's Jane Spink. Learn to make 
your own linocut blocks of the world all around you.

 »  For readers who love woodcut- or tattoo-style artwork,  
but would like an easier surface to carve into 

 »  Perfect for older teens upwards, looking for a gentle, intuitive 
approach to learning linocut

 »  Focuses on creating beautiful, nature-inspired artworks, 
separating this book from your usual how-to guide that 
covers multiple subjects

 »  Demo project covers key techniques, and leaves you with  
a stunning little block and artwork at the end.

 
NATURE IMPRINTED
Jane Spink April 2024 • 9781800920972 • $29.95/$34.95 CAN

Hardcover • 8 x 10-1/4in • 160 pages

A complete guide to lino printing, with 10 nature-inspired designs

Related titles: 
Beginner’s Guide to Linocut 9781782215844
The Printmaking Bible 9781800921887

Jane Spink is a UK-based artist and printmaker. After gaining a degree 
in Textile Design from Central Saint Martins in the 1980s, Jane worked as 
a freelance textile and graphic designer for almost 20 years, followed by 
16 years of teaching art in schools. Jane set up her own art/printmaking 
practice, Inky Dog Studio, in 2018. Within very little time, Jane’s stunning 
work has generated a passionate following worldwide, with over 100,000 
followers on Instagram alone.

Jane lives and works in the historic market town of Rayleigh, Essex, UK.

NO. 8

MORE 
BLOCKS, 
PLEASE

Project brief
Make an A5 (148 x 210mm/Junior Legal) sized 
print that involves simple registration (lining 
up) of two identical-sized blocks, achieved by 
making a jig. The second block is lined up and 
printed over the print made by the first block, 
resulting in a multi-coloured print. This is ideal 
for edition printing (see the box on page 124). 

For your subject, choose a favourite nature-
inspired sketch you’ve made, or photograph 

you have taken.

YOU WILL NEED

 A sketch you’ve made, and/or a photograph 
you’ve taken, for reference

 Two sheets of tracing paper and a pencil
 Stylus or ballpoint pen, for transferring  

the tracing onto lino
 Masking tape

 Small pieces of lino, to test markings
 Two A5 (148 x 210mm/Junior Legal) size 

pieces of lino – I have chosen traditional 
hessian-backed linoleum blocks
 A selection of at least three  

carving tools, including small V-shaped and 
U-shaped tools and one large U-shaped tool
 Relief printing ink in two colours – one

light/bright colour and one dark/sobre one.
There needs to be enough contrast between

the two inks so that they show up well against
each other. You can either buy ready-mixed

colours, or you can mix your own. I have used
oil-based inks for this project.

 Extender medium, to mix in with the 
lighter coloured ink to create a more 

translucent shade that will print nicely under 
the darker colour – my extender medium is 

by Cranfield, as this is the brand I used for the 
relief ink

 Cheap paper, for making test prints
 Five to ten sheets of your chosen 
printmaking paper, larger than A5  

(148 x 210mm/Junior Legal) in size to 
accommodate a border – I used Somerset 

Satin 300gsm (140lbs)
 One sheet of thick (at least 1000 micron 

thickness) A4 (210 x 297mm/US Letter) sized 
cardboard for the registration jig

 Ternes Burton pins and stripping tabs,  
for paper registration

 Craft knife and cutting mat
 Your chosen equipment for printing  

(a spoon, baren or printing press)
 Optional: the template on page 157,  

for transferring

@inkydogstudio www.inkydogstudio.com
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Learn to use cyanotype process on fabric, note cards, paper 
and so much more!

Create a beautiful blue colored world using this amazing 
printing process with detailed instruction from popular crafter 
Kim Tillyer..

 »  Learn the basics of Cyanotype and become a master

 »  10 inspiring projects: from lanterns, cutlery wraps, accessories 
and décor - learn to cyanotype a whole range of mediums

 »  Explore use of different textures, templates, gradients, tones, 
and embroidered embellishments

 »  Nature inspired, mostly uses materials from your own garden, 
and make gorgeous prints using the sun!

 
BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO CYANOTYPE
Kim Tillyer June 2024 • 9781800920958 • $23.95/$28.95 CAN

Trade Paperback • 8 x 10-1/4in • 112 pages

Beautiful projects to print with light

Related titles: 
Nature Imprinted 9781800920972
The Printmaking Bible 9781800921887

Born in London into an artistic family (her father is the painter and 
contemporary artist William Tillyer), Kim Tillyer was always encouraged 
to paint and draw creatively. Throughout her degree, Kim had restricted 
access to college printing facilities, so started exploring ways she could 
print fabric at home as part of her university work. She rediscovered 
cyanotype – a process introduced to her as a child – via an old pack of 
Sun Print paper someone had given her children, and from there her blue-
and-white adventures began.

Kim is based in a studio near Keswick in the Lake District, UK.

@witchmountain witchmountain.co.uk
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Make 20 beginner friendly works of rock art – all you need is 
paint, a brush and a pebble!

 »  20 cute, beginner friendly pebble art designs including 
animals, plants and fruit!

 »  Getting started is simple – it’s inexpensive and requires few 
materials, making it a perfect craft for beginners and for 
families

 »  Art therapist and author Denise Scicluna will take you 
through the whole process, from choosing the right rock  
and sketching out your designs to varnishing and finishing 
your pebbles

 »  Each project contains a list of the materials needed, clear 
written instructions and a labelled diagram to refer to, along 
with an inspiring photograph of the finished pebble.

 
ALL-NEW TWENTY TO MAKE: ROCK ART
Denise Scicluna April 2024 • 9781800921764 • $11.95/$13.95 CAN

Hardcover • 5-9/10 x 8-1/5in • 64 pages

Also by the author: 
Pebble Pets 9781782216629
Rock Art! 9781782211839

Based in London, UK and born  
in Malta surrounded by sea and  
sun, Denise Scicluna is a painter,  
art psychotherapist, and author  
who enjoys nature, creativity and 
pebble painting. 

@denisescicluna denisescicluna.tumblr.com 



9781800922365 ...... 10 Step Drawing: Cute Animals ..................................................10 STEP DRAWING ..................................3/12/24 .........$16.95  ......$19.95 
9781800922358 ...... 10 Step Drawing: Faces..................................................................10 STEP DRAWING ..................................3/12/24 .........$16.95  ......$19.95 
9781800921184 ........ 10 Step Drawing: Horses & Ponies .............................................10 STEP DRAWING .................................... 7/4/23 .........$16.95  ......$19.95 
9781800921177 ......... 10 Step Drawing: Kawaii.................................................................10 STEP DRAWING .................................... 7/4/23 .........$16.95  ......$19.95 
9781844489572 ....... 30 Minute Artist: Painting Water in Watercolour ...................30 MINUTE ARTIST .....................................5/1/13 ..........$12.95  ......$15.95 
9781782215073 ......... 50 Cents a Pattern: Granny Square Flowers ..........................50 CENTS A PATTERN ..........................10/10/17 ............$9.95  ........$9.95 
9781782214984 ........ 50 Cents a Pattern: Crocheted Bears ......................................50 CENTS A PATTERN ..........................10/10/17 ............$9.95  ........$9.95 
9781782214991 ......... 50 Cents a Pattern: Crocheted Flowers ..................................50 CENTS A PATTERN ...........................2/20/17 ............$9.95  ........$9.95 
9781782215004 ........ 50 Cents a Pattern: Crocheted Granny Squares..................50 CENTS A PATTERN ...........................2/20/17 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782215011 .......... 50 Cents a Pattern: Jelly Roll Scraps .........................................50 CENTS A PATTERN ..........................10/10/17 ............$9.95  ........$9.95 
9781782215028 ........ 50 Cents a Pattern: Knitted Baby Booties ...............................50 CENTS A PATTERN ...........................2/20/17 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782215035 ........ 50 Cents a Pattern: Knitted Beanies .........................................50 CENTS A PATTERN ..........................10/10/17 ............$9.95  ........$9.95 
9781782215042 ........ 50 Cents a Pattern: Knitted Flowers .........................................50 CENTS A PATTERN ..........................10/10/17 ............$9.95  ........$9.95 
9781782215059 ........ 50 Cents a Pattern: Mini Christmas Crochet ........................50 CENTS A PATTERN ...........................2/20/17 ............$9.95  ........$9.95 
9781800921535 .......Wallace & Gromit: Cracking Crochet ......................................AARDMAN ANIMATIONS ....................10/17/23 .........$23.95  .....$28.95 
9781782213987 .........Acrylics for the Absolute Beginner .............................................ABSOLUTE BEGINNER ART ..................2/13/18 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782214557 .........Drawing for the Absolute Beginner ............................................ABSOLUTE BEGINNER ART ..................2/13/18 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782215639 ........Pastels for the Absolute Beginner ...............................................ABSOLUTE BEGINNER ART .................11/12/19 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782218746 .........Sketching for the Absolute Beginner .........................................ABSOLUTE BEGINNER ART ................11/30/21 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781800920507 ......Watercolour Animals for the Absolute Beginner....................ABSOLUTE BEGINNER ART ..................6/11/24 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781800920149 .......Watercolour Flowers for the Absolute Beginner ....................ABSOLUTE BEGINNER ART ................5/30/23 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782219101 ..........Watercolour Landscapes for the Absolute Beginner ............ABSOLUTE BEGINNER ART .................. 3/8/22 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781844488254 .......Watercolour for the Absolute Beginner ....................................ABSOLUTE BEGINNER ART .................3/24/14 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781844488735 .......Knitting for the Absolute Beginner .............................................ABSOLUTE BEGINNER CRAFT ........... 3/10/13 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781800922167 ........All-New Twenty to Make: Mini Christmas Crochet ..............ALL NEW 20 TO MAKE ..........................8/13/24 ..........$11.95  ......$13.95 
9781800921603 .......All-New Twenty to Make: Amigurumi Animals .......................ALL NEW 20 TO MAKE ........................12/26/23 ..........$11.95  ......$13.95 
9781782219811 ..........All-New Twenty to Make: Animal Granny Squares ...............ALL NEW 20 TO MAKE .........................10/11/22 ..........$11.95  ......$13.95 
9781800922044 ......All-New Twenty to Make: Felt Flowers ......................................ALL NEW 20 TO MAKE ..........................4/16/24 ..........$11.95  ......$13.95 
9781800920989 ......All-New Twenty to Make: Festive Felt Decorations ................ALL NEW 20 TO MAKE .........................10/11/22 ..........$11.95  ......$13.95 
9781800921009 .......All-New Twenty to Make: Flowers to Crochet ........................ALL NEW 20 TO MAKE ..........................6/27/23 ..........$11.95  ......$13.95 
9781800920873 .......All-New Twenty to Make: Flowers to Knit ................................ALL NEW 20 TO MAKE .........................10/11/22 ..........$11.95  ......$13.95 
9781800921399 .......All-New Twenty to Make: Granny Squ Crochet ....................ALL NEW 20 TO MAKE ..........................6/27/23 ..........$11.95  ......$13.95 
9781782219767 .........All-New Twenty to Make: Knitted Baby Hats ..........................ALL NEW 20 TO MAKE ........................12/26/23 ..........$11.95  ......$13.95 
9781800921764 ........All-New Twenty to Make: Rock Art ............................................ALL NEW 20 TO MAKE ..........................4/16/24 ..........$11.95  ......$13.95 
9781800921467 ........All-New Twenty to Make: Scarves to Knit ................................ALL NEW 20 TO MAKE .......................10/22/24 ..........$11.95  ......$13.95 
9781782219675 .........All-New Twenty to Make: Sewing with Scraps ........................ALL NEW 20 TO MAKE .........................10/11/22 ..........$11.95  ......$13.95 
9781844485086 ......Drawing: A Complete Guide .......................................................ART OF DRAWING ..................................3/10/10 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782212799 ......... Figure Drawing: A Complete Guide ..........................................ART OF DRAWING ................................10/24/16 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781800922334 ......A-Z of Crochet ................................................................................A-Z EMBROIDERY SERIES ......................3/10/26 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782211709 .........A-Z of Goldwork with Silk Embroidery .....................................A-Z OF NEEDLECRAFT ..........................8/24/15 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782211631 ..........A-Z of Crewel Embroidery ...........................................................A-Z OF NEEDLECRAFT ...........................5/18/15 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782211693 .........A-Z of Embroidery Stitches 2 ......................................................A-Z OF NEEDLECRAFT ..........................8/24/15 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782211617 ...........A-Z of Embroidery Stitches ..........................................................A-Z OF NEEDLECRAFT ........................ 12/22/14 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782211624 .........A-Z of Knitting ..................................................................................A-Z OF NEEDLECRAFT ..........................7/14/20 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782211761 ...........A-Z of Smocking ..............................................................................A-Z OF NEEDLECRAFT ......................... 11/23/15 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782211778 ..........A-Z of Stumpwork ..........................................................................A-Z OF NEEDLECRAFT ........................ 12/22/14 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9780855328696 ......Beginner's Guide to Crewel Embroidery .................................BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO NEEDLECRAF 6/1/99 .......$17.95  ......$21.95 
9781844481088 .......Beginner's Guide to Bobbin Lace ...............................................BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO NEEDLECRAF 5/1/08 .......$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782218388 ........Hand Embroidery ...........................................................................BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO NEEDLECRAF 7/13/21 ......$25.95  .....$29.95 
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9781800921108 ........The Build a Bag Book: Occasion Bags (paperback edition) BUILD A BAG ............................................12/26/23 .........$23.95  .....$28.95 
9781800921122 ........The Build a Bag Book: Backpacks (paperback edition) .........BUILD A BAG ...............................................1/13/26 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781800921092 .......Build a Bag Book: Tote Bags (paperback edition) ...................BUILD A BAG .............................................10/11/22 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782217671 ..........Build a Bag Book & Templates: Backpacks ...............................BUILD A BAG ..............................................11/19/19 .........$24.95  .....$29.95 
9781782217688 .........Build a Bag Book & Templates: Satchels ...................................BUILD A BAG ..............................................11/19/19 .........$24.95  .....$29.95 
9781800920019 .......Cricut Celebrations  .......................................................................CUT & CRAFT ............................................3/19/24 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782217473 .........D Shore's Swg Rm Secr: Es Skills Dressmakers ......................DSHORE SWNG RM SEC .......................3/9/21 .........$16.95  .....$20.95 
9781782213369 ........D Shore's Swg Rm Secr: Machine Sewing ...............................DSHORE SWNG RM SEC ........................1/8/19 .........$16.95  .....$20.95 
9781782215479 ........Debbie Shore's Sewing Room Secrets: Quilting ....................DSHORE SWNG RM SEC .....................7/14/20 .........$16.95  .....$20.95 
9781800920354 ......Draw 100: Animals ..........................................................................DRAW 100......................................................3/1/22 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781800920903 ......Draw 100: Dragons .........................................................................DRAW 100...................................................4/25/23 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781800920255 ......Draw 100: Flowers ...........................................................................DRAW 100......................................................3/1/22 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781800921146 ........Draw 100: Manga ............................................................................DRAW 100...................................................4/25/23 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781800921832 .......Draw 30: Animals ............................................................................DRAW 30 .....................................................4/16/24 ..........$12.95  ......$14.95 
9781800921863 .......Draw 30: Cats ..................................................................................DRAW 30 ...................................................10/15/24 ..........$12.95  ......$14.95 
9781800921849 .......Draw 30: Dogs .................................................................................DRAW 30 ...................................................10/15/24 .........$16.95  ......$19.95 
9781800921870........Draw 30: Flowers ............................................................................DRAW 30 .....................................................4/16/24 ..........$12.95  ......$14.95 
9781800921825........Draw 30: Kawaii ...............................................................................DRAW 30 ....................................................11/14/23 ..........$12.95  ......$14.95 
9781800921856 .......Draw 30: Manga ..............................................................................DRAW 30 ....................................................11/14/23 ..........$12.95  ......$14.95 
9781782211327 ..........Embroidered Treasures: Birds .....................................................EMBROIDERED TREASURES .................9/18/18 .........$29.95  .....$36.95 
9781782211310 ..........Embroidered Treasures: Flowers ................................................EMBROIDERED TREASURES .................1/22/18 .........$29.95  .....$36.95 
9781782216445 ........Encyclopedia of Knitting Techniques, The ...............................ENCYCLOPEDIA OF .............................10/23/18 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782215950 ........Encyclopedia of Oil Painting Techniques, The ........................ENCYCLOPEDIA OF .................................. 1/2/18 .........$22.95  ......$27.95 
9781782215943 .........Encyclopedia of Pastel Techniques, The ...................................ENCYCLOPEDIA OF .................................. 1/2/18 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782216469 ........The Encyclopedia of Pottery Techniques .................................ENCYCLOPEDIA OF .............................10/23/18 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782216049 ........Encyclopedia of Watercolour Techniques, The ......................ENCYCLOPEDIA OF .................................. 1/2/18 .........$23.95  .....$28.95 
9781782214779.........Encyclopedia of Coloured Pencil Techniques, The ...............ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ...............................11/21/16 .........$22.95  ......$27.95 
9781782214748 .........Encyclopedia of Origami Techniques, The ..............................ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ...............................11/21/16 .........$22.95  ......$27.95 
9781782214762 .........Encyclopedia of Quilting & Patchwork Techniques ...............ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ...............................11/21/16 ..........$19.95  ......$19.95 
9781800921528 ........Debbie Shore's Sewing Journal ...................................................HALF YARD .................................................11/14/23 .........$22.95  ......$27.95 
9781782214601 .........Half Yard (TM) Bags & Purses .......................................................HALF YARD ....................................................6/5/18 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781800922433 .......Half Yard Autumn ............................................................................HALF YARD ................................................. 9/10/24 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781800922310 .......Half Yard Heaven – 10 year anniversary edition ......................HALF YARD ..................................................3/12/24 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782219286 ........Half Yard Summer Collection ......................................................HALF YARD ....................................................5/11/21 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782211501 ..........Half Yard# Gifts ...............................................................................HALF YARD ................................................. 11/23/15 ..........$19.95  ......$19.95 
9781844488926 .......Half Yard# Heaven ..........................................................................HALF YARD ..................................................3/24/14 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782211082 .........Half Yard# Home ............................................................................HALF YARD .................................................11/24/14 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782212553 .........Half Yard# Kids ................................................................................HALF YARD .................................................6/20/16 ..........$19.95  ......$19.95 
9781782214588 ........Half Yard# Vintage ..........................................................................HALF YARD .................................................... 9/8/17 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782219279 ........Half Yard™ Spring Collection ......................................................HALF YARD .................................................5/24/22 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782219293 ........Half Yard™ Winter Collection .....................................................HALF YARD ..................................................9/13/22 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782213444 ........How to Draw Manga Chibis in Simple Steps ..........................HOW TO DRAW .......................................11/21/16 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782218715 ..........How to Draw African Animals in simple steps ........................HOW TO DRAW .........................................1/12/21 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781844486649 ......How to Draw Animals in Simple Steps ......................................HOW TO DRAW .........................................10/1/11 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782219460 ........How to Draw Cute Kawaii in Simple Steps ..............................HOW TO DRAW .........................................8/3/21 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781844483747 ........How to Draw Dogs in Simple Steps ...........................................HOW TO DRAW ..........................................4/1/10 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781844483129 .......How to Draw Dragons in Simple Steps.....................................HOW TO DRAW ........................................9/9/08 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781844486731 ........How to Draw Faces in Simple Steps ..........................................HOW TO DRAW .......................................... 11/1/11 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782216247 .........How to Draw Farm Animals In Simple Steps ..........................HOW TO DRAW .......................................5/22/18 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781844483266 .......How to Draw Flowers in Simple Steps ......................................HOW TO DRAW .......................................10/1/08 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781844483723 .......How to Draw Horses in Simple Steps .......................................HOW TO DRAW .........................................9/1/09 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782218906 ........How to Draw Kawaii in Simple Steps .........................................HOW TO DRAW ......................................4/28/20 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782219187 ..........How to Draw Kawaii Animals in Simple Steps.........................HOW TO DRAW ......................................9/22/20 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
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9781800921221 ........How to Draw Kawaii Creatures in Simple Steps ....................HOW TO DRAW .....................................10/18/22 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782219194 .........How to Draw Kawaii Girls and Boys ...........................................HOW TO DRAW .....................................11/24/20 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781800921085 .......How to Draw Kittens in simple steps .........................................HOW TO DRAW ......................................3/28/23 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782214724 .........How to Draw Manga in Simple Steps .......................................HOW TO DRAW ......................................... 9/8/17 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782211259 .........How to Draw Manga Boys in Simple Steps .............................HOW TO DRAW ........................................5/18/15 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781800921153 ........How to Draw Manga Faces in simple steps .............................HOW TO DRAW ......................................3/28/23 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782211266 .........How to Draw Manga Girls in Simple Steps .............................HOW TO DRAW ........................................5/18/15 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781800921160 ........How to Draw Manga Heroes in simple steps ..........................HOW TO DRAW ........................................ 1/17/23 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782218883 ........How to Draw Mountain Animals in simple steps ...................HOW TO DRAW .......................................6/22/21 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782213406 ........How to Draw People in Action in Simple Steps .....................HOW TO DRAW .....................................10/24/16 ............$9.95  ........$9.95 
9781782218708 .........How to Draw Polar Animals in Simple Steps ...........................HOW TO DRAW ..........................................1/5/21 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781800921078........How to Draw Puppies in Simple Steps......................................HOW TO DRAW ....................................... 1/10/23 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782218876 .........How to Draw Rainforest Animals in Simple Steps .................HOW TO DRAW .......................................6/22/21 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781800921016 ........How to Draw Sea Creatures in Simple Steps .........................HOW TO DRAW .....................................10/18/22 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782218890 ........How to Draw Unicorns in Simple Steps ...................................HOW TO DRAW ......................................4/28/20 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781844485734 .......How to Draw Wild Animals in Simple Steps ............................HOW TO DRAW ...........................................4/1/11 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782216254 ........How to Draw Woodland Animals In Simple Steps ................HOW TO DRAW .......................................5/22/18 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782219163 .........Mini Amigurumi Animals ...............................................................MINI AMIGURUMI ...................................12/8/20 ..........$11.95  ......$13.95 
9781800920439 ......Mini Amigurumi Birds ....................................................................MINI AMIGURUMI ...................................7/26/22 ..........$12.95  ......$14.95 
9781800920446 ......Mini Amigurumi Ocean ................................................................MINI AMIGURUMI ..................................5/30/23 ..........$12.95  ......$14.95 
9781800921429 .......Knit a Mini Safari..............................................................................MINI KNITTED ............................................. 7/4/23 ..........$13.95  ......$15.95 
9781782215356 ........Mini Knitted Cosmos .....................................................................MINI KNITTED ............................................5/14/19 ..........$17.95  ......$21.95 
9781782211457 ..........Mini Knitted Toys .............................................................................MINI KNITTED .............................................1/18/16 ..........$17.95  ......$21.95 
9781800921283........Paint 50: Watercolour Animals ....................................................PAINT 50 ......................................................2/13/24 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781800921207  ......Paint 50: Watercolour Animals ....................................................PAINT 50 ......................................................2/13/24 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782217466 .........Paint Pad Artist, The: Coastal Landscapes ...............................PAINT PAD ARTIST....................................11/12/19 .........$24.95  .....$29.95 
9781800920736.......Pocket Book of Crochet................................................................POCKET BOOK ........................................5/23/23 .........$16.95  ......$19.95 
9781800920729.......Pocket Book of Knitting .................................................................POCKET BOOK ........................................5/23/23 .........$16.95  ......$19.95 
9781800920743 .......Pocket Book of Macrame .............................................................POCKET BOOK .........................................6/18/24 .........$16.95  ......$19.95 
9781800920750 ......Pocket Book of Weaving ................................................................POCKET BOOK .........................................6/18/24 .........$16.95  ......$19.95 
9781844482849 ......Ready to Paint Watercolour Flowers ..........................................READY TO PAINT ......................................7/10/08 ..........$17.95  ......$21.95 
9781844482658 .......Ready to Paint Watercolour Landscapes ..................................READY TO PAINT ........................................4/1/08 ..........$17.95  ......$21.95 
9781782216858 ........Ready to Paint 30 Mins: Animals in WC...................................READY TO PAINT 30 MINUTES ............4/6/21 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782216285.........Ready to Paint 30 Mins: Boats & Harbours WC ....................READY TO PAINT 30 MINUTES ..........8/20/19 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782215196 .........Ready to Paint 30 Mins: Flowers in Watercolour ...................READY TO PAINT 30 MINUTES ...........7/24/17 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782214144 .........Ready to Paint 30 Mins: Landscapes in WC ...........................READY TO PAINT 30 MINUTES ............ 3/6/18 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782215264 ........Ready to Paint 30 Mins: Trees & Woodlands WC .................READY TO PAINT IN 30 MINUTES .......5/1/18 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782216520 ........RSN: Embroidered Boxes .............................................................RSN GUIDES ............................................... 2/4/20 ..........$27.95  .....$33.95 
9781782217022 ........RSN: Fine Whitework .....................................................................RSN GUIDES ............................................10/18/22 ........$35.00  ....$42.00 
9781782217039 ........RSN: Goldwork ...............................................................................RSN GUIDES .............................................10/12/21 .........$29.95  .....$34.95 
9781782211891 ..........Royal School of Needlework: Raised Embroidery .................RSN GUIDES ..............................................5/22/17 ........$35.00  ....$35.00 
9781800922860 ......RSN: Stitch Bank .............................................................................RSN GUIDES .............................................12/17/24 .......$40.00  ....$45.00 
9781782219309 ........RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Bead Embroidery .....................RSN ESSENTIAL GUIDES ......................... 9/7/21 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782219323 ........RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Blackwork ...................................RSN ESSENTIAL GUIDES ......................... 9/7/21 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782219316 .........RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Canvaswork ...............................RSN ESSENTIAL GUIDES ......................... 9/7/21 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782219224 ........RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Crewelwork - large format ....RSN ESSENTIAL GUIDES ........................1/26/21 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781800920170 .......RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Goldwork - Large format .......RSN ESSENTIAL GUIDES ......................11/30/21 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781800920187 ........RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Silk Shading - large format .....RSN ESSENTIAL GUIDES ......................5/24/22 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782219231 .........RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Stumpwork - large format  ....RSN ESSENTIAL GUIDES ........................1/26/21 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782219217 .........RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Whitework - large format .......RSN ESSENTIAL GUIDES ........................1/26/21 ..........$19.95  .....$23.95 
9781782211600.........Beginner's Guide to Silk Ribbon Embroidery ..........................SEARCH PRESS CLASSICS ..................11/24/14 ..........$12.95  ......$15.95 
9781782212065 ........Quilling: Techniques and Inspiration ..........................................SEARCH PRESS CLASSICS ...................2/22/16 ..........$17.95  ......$21.95 
9781782212041 .........Tapestry Weaving.............................................................................SEARCH PRESS CLASSICS .................. 11/23/15 .........$21.95  .....$26.95 
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9781782214885 ........Sew Advent Calendars ..................................................................SEW SERIES .................................................. 7/10/17 ..........$19.95  ......$19.95 
9781782214595 ........Sew Baby ...........................................................................................SEW SERIES ................................................... 3/6/18 .........$14.95  .......$17.95 
9781782212560 ........Sew Brilliant Bags .............................................................................SEW SERIES ...................................................1/18/16 ..........$19.95  ......$19.95 
9781782216681 .........Sew Outdoor Living ........................................................................SEW SERIES .................................................6/25/19 ..........$17.95  ......$21.95 
9781782210856 ........Sew Useful .........................................................................................SEW SERIES ...................................................1/19/15 ..........$19.95  ......$19.95 
9781782217817 ..........Acrylic Painting Step-by-Step .......................................................STEP-BY-STEP LEISURE ARTS ................10/1/19 .........$16.95  .....$20.95 
9781782217848 ........Watercolour Flowers Step-by-Step ............................................STEP-BY-STEP LEISURE ARTS ...............12/8/20 .........$16.95  .....$20.95 
9781782217855 .........Watercolour Landscapes Step-by-Step ....................................STEP-BY-STEP LEISURE ARTS ...............12/8/20 .........$16.95  .....$20.95 
9781782217800 ........Watercolour Painting Step-by-Step ............................................STEP-BY-STEP LEISURE ARTS ...............9/10/19 .........$16.95  .....$20.95 
9781844487202 .......Stitched Textiles: Landscapes .......................................................STITCHED TEXTILES...................................6/1/13 .........$29.95  .....$36.95 
9781782214526 ........Stitched Textiles: Nature................................................................STITCHED TEXTILES..................................6/5/18 .........$24.95  .....$29.95 
9781782215646 ........Stitched Textiles: Seascapes .........................................................STITCHED TEXTILES.................................10/1/19 .........$24.95  .....$29.95 
9781844489886.......Stitched Textiles: Birds ....................................................................STITCHED TEXTILES................................8/22/16 .........$29.95  .....$36.95 
9781782216995 ........Take Three Colours: Watercolour Snow Scenes ...................TAKE THREE COLOURS ........................12/8/20 .........$14.95  .......$17.95 
9781782216971..........Take Three Colours: Watercolour Lakes & Rivers .................TAKE THREE COLOURS .........................10/1/19 .........$14.95  .......$17.95 
9781782216841 .........Take Three Colours: Mountains in Watercolour....................TAKE THREE COLOURS ..........................4/9/19 .........$14.95  .......$17.95 
9781782215288.........Take Three Colours: Watercolour Flowers ..............................TAKE THREE COLOURS ...........................9/4/17 .........$14.95  ......$14.95 
9781782212973 .........Take Three Colours: Watercolour Landscapes ......................TAKE THREE COLOURS ........................8/22/16 .........$14.95  .......$17.95 
9781782219682 ........Take Two Fat Quarters: Bags & Purses ......................................TAKE TWO FAT QUARTERS .................. 2/8/22 .........$16.95  ......$19.95 
9781782217329.........Take Two Fat Quarters: Gifts .......................................................TAKE TWO FAT QUARTERS .................2/18/20 .........$16.95  ......$19.95 
9781782217312 ..........Take Two Fat Quarters: Home ....................................................TAKE TWO FAT QUARTERS ................4/14/20 .........$16.95  ......$19.95 
9781782217503 ........Textile Artist: Expressive Stitches .................................................TEXTILE ARTIST, THE .................................2/9/21 .........$29.95  .....$34.95 
9781782210740 ........Textile Artist: Layer, Paint and Stitch, The .................................TEXTILE ARTIST, THE ................................9/21/15 ........$35.00  ....$42.00 
9781782213345 ........Textile Artist: Layered Cloth, The ................................................TEXTILE ARTIST, THE ..................................7/11/17 ........$35.00  ....$42.00 
9781782219002 ........The Textile Artist: Sculptural Textile Art .....................................TEXTILE ARTIST, THE .................................6/7/22 .........$29.95  .....$34.95 
9781782216551 .........Textile Artist: The Seasons in Silk Ribbon Embroidery, The TEXTILE ARTIST, THE .................................4/9/19 .........$29.95  .....$36.95 
9781782216698 ........ 20 to Stitch: Mini Quilt Blocks.....................................................TWENTY TO MAKE ...................................11/6/18 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782215097 ........Twenty to Make: Christmas Cross Stitch .................................TWENTY TO MAKE ..................................7/24/17 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782214076 .........Crocheted Baby Shoes .................................................................TWENTY TO MAKE .................................. 7/10/17 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782210009 .......Crocheted Beanies .........................................................................TWENTY TO MAKE .................................. 10/1/13 ............$9.95  ........$9.95 
9781844488193 ........Crocheted Granny Squares ........................................................TWENTY TO MAKE ....................................11/1/12 ............$9.95  ........$9.95 
9781782218951 ......... 20 to Knit: Dressed-up Bears .......................................................TWENTY TO MAKE ...................................2/9/21 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782210108 .........Easy Knitted Tea Cosies ................................................................TWENTY TO MAKE ...............................10/20/14 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782218968 ........ 20 to Craft: Kawaii Charms in Polymer Clay ..........................TWENTY TO MAKE ....................................1/5/21 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781844486410 .......Knitted Baby Bootees .....................................................................TWENTY TO MAKE ...................................10/1/11 ............$9.95  ........$9.95 
9781782212393 .........Knitted Baby Mitts ..........................................................................TWENTY TO MAKE ..................................7/24/17 ............$9.95  ........$9.95 
9781844487400 .......Mini Christmas Crochet ...............................................................TWENTY TO MAKE .....................................9/1/11 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781844487226 .......Mini Christmas Knits ......................................................................TWENTY TO MAKE .....................................9/1/11 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781844486571 ........Mini Cross Stitch .............................................................................TWENTY TO MAKE ....................................6/1/13 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782213758 .........Mini Knitted Charms .....................................................................TWENTY TO MAKE ................................12/19/16 ............$9.95  ........$9.95 
9781782211914 ..........Papercuts ...........................................................................................TWENTY TO MAKE ................................ 4/20/15 ............$9.95  ........$9.95 
9781782216957 ......... 20 to Knit: Pocket Pets ..................................................................TWENTY TO MAKE ...................................6/4/19 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781844484782 .......Sugar Animals ...................................................................................TWENTY TO MAKE ....................................4/1/10 ............$9.95  ........$9.95 
9781782215363 ........ 20 to Knit: Tiny Christmas Toys to Knit ....................................TWENTY TO MAKE .................................6/26/18 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782218586 ........ 20 to Crochet: Tiny Toys to Crochet ........................................TWENTY TO MAKE .................................12/8/20 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
9781782212522 .........Tiny Toys to Knit ..............................................................................TWENTY TO MAKE ..................................4/18/16 ............$9.95  .......$11.95 
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Unleash 
Your Creativity 
with the 
All-New 20 to Make series 
from Search Press!
6 x 8 1/2 in, 64pp, Hardcover, $11.95/$13.95CAN

Free POP 
with order of 

16 units or 
more

Each title contains:
• Exciting and exclusive new projects
• A comprehensive techniques section to help get readers 

started
• 64 pages of colorful inspiration to inspire crafters of all 

abilities
• A fresh, contemporary look contained in a beautifully 

designed hard cover.

Beginners will love the simplicity of these entirely new 
projects, while more experienced crafters will find endless 
inspiration. All the projects are simple to make with easy-
to-follow instructions matching a detailed illustration of the 
finished project.

9781800921603 Dec 2023 9781782219811 Oct 2022

9781800921009 Jun 2023 9781800920989 Oct 2022

9781800920873 Oct 2022 9781800921399 June 2023

9781782219767 Dec 2023 9781782219675 Oct 2022



To see everything that we publish and distribute, please visit our website searchpressusa.com

www.searchpressusa.com

facebook.com/searchpress.north.america       

instagram.com/searchpress_na
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